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OPEN HEARING: NOMINATION
OF DR. CHRISTOPHER SCOLESE
TO BE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 2019

SELECT COMMITTEE

U.S. SENATE,
ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:05 a.m. in Room
SH–216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Richard Burr (Chairman of the Committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Burr, Warner, Blunt, Cornyn, Sasse, King,
Harris, and Bennet.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD BURR, CHAIRMAN, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM NORTH CAROLINA

Chairman BURR. I call this hearing to order. I’d like to welcome
our witness today, Dr. Christopher Scolese, President Trump’s
nominee to be the next Director of the National Reconnaissance Office. Dr. Scolese, congratulations on your nomination.
I’d like to start by recognizing your wife, Dianne, and your four
children Jenny, Dan, Lauren and Anna. Welcome. Are we missing
one of them? Oh, back there, okay. Alright. I know from personal
experience just how important a supportive family is and to each
of you my thanks and the Committee’s thanks and the Congress’
thanks for your willingness to let your father and husband do this.
I know from personal experience just how important that supportive family is.
Our goal in conducting this hearing is to consider the nominee’s
qualifications and to allow for thoughtful deliberation by our members. Dr. Scolese has provided substantive written responses to
over 50 questions presented by the Committee, which we appreciate.
Today we’re glad to hear from Dr. Scolese in open session and
we welcome our colleague, Senator Cardin.
Dr. Scolese graduated from State University of New York at Buffalo with a degree in electrical computer engineering. He earned a
master’s degree also in electrical and computer engineering and a
Ph.D. in systems engineering, both from George Washington University. Earlier in his career he served honorably in the United
States Navy. Prior to his position as director of NASA’s Goddard
Space Center, he served as NASA Associate Administrator and the
NASA Engineer Chief.
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As I mentioned to others during their nomination hearings, I can
assure you that this Committee will faithfully follow its charter
and conduct vigorous and real time oversight of the Intelligence
Community, its operations, and its activities. We’ll ask difficult and
probing questions of you and your staff and we’ll expect honest,
complete, and timely responses. I look forward to supporting your
nomination and assuring its consideration without delay. I want to
thank you again for being here with us. I look forward to your testimony.
I’ll now recognize the Vice Chairman for any comments he might
have.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARK R. WARNER, VICE
CHAIRMAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM VIRGINIA

LAP8RD6Q92 with DISTILLER

Vice Chairman WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And Dr.
Scolese, I’d like to welcome you and your family and congratulate
you on your nomination. If you are confirmed, you will be the first
Senate-confirmed Director of the NRO. This Committee added the
confirmation requirement to ensure robust and effective oversight
of our Nation’s overhead intelligence satellite programs. But it also
reflects the importance of NRO as a key member of the Intelligence
Community. As we discussed in our meeting a few weeks ago, technology is changing rapidly, and the commercial sector is leading
the way, I believe, in space. Given advances in technology and the
growing threat to our space system from China and Russia, NRO
has begun to embrace a new way of doing business.
Today there is consensus that, where possible, we should be
leveraging commercial capabilities to make use of new technology,
often at a better bang for the taxpayer’s buck. I’m encouraged by
and support NRO’s new direction. But I think it can move faster
still. Dr. Scolese, our discussion a few weeks ago led me to believe
your experience and approach is the right fit for the job. But I want
to make sure that you and I agree on the stakes at hand. Like the
NRO, the Defense Department is looking at ways to respond with
more agility to threats in space, to speed up acquisitions, and to
partner with the commercial sector. The Administration has decided the best way to do this is to reorganize and establish a new
Space Force. The President’s directive on the Space Force explicitly
ruled out including NRO as part of the new military element, and
yet Acting Defense Secretary Shanahan testified a few weeks ago
that ‘‘there is a need to integrate the NRO into the Space Force’’
when an ‘‘issue of timing precluded its inclusion in the initial proposal.’’ Dr. Scolese, I need you to address this issue head on in your
testimony today. The directive didn’t talk about an issue of timing.
It stated that NRO would be excluded from the Space Force and
there are good reasons for this. NRO is an acquisitions organization. It doesn’t fit under the Air Force or any other service element.
In fact, it already incorporates military service members within it,
including Air Force personnel who are already counted as part of
the proposed Space Force.
So, if DOD is looking for even more personnel for Space Force,
NRO isn’t the place to look. Over 40 percent of its personnel are
CIA officers which means that if NRO were to be moved to the
Space Force, almost half of the NRO wouldn’t go with it. This
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would break the organization. The NRO is a key member of the Intelligence Community that is 91 percent funded by the National Intelligence Program.
While the NRO informs a number of partners across the military,
Federal Government and international community, it is ultimately
responsible for intelligence satellites that deliver highly sensitive
information to the Intelligence Community. We should focus on
deepening the NRO’s existing partnerships and capabilities that
are serving the IC well, rather than trying to fix something that
isn’t broken. That’s the last thing I’ll say in the opening comments.
I know we’ve talked about this.
This Committee will continue to do its oversight over the NRO,
and we expect its new Director, as the Chairman has indicated, to
abide by the legal obligation to keep the intelligence oversight committees fully and currently informed of all significant intelligence
activities. The NRO’s budget is significant and it’s classified, which
means that the American people need to have confidence that you
will be responsible with their tax dollars and forthcoming with this
Committee.
Dr. Scolese, thank you for your willingness to serve. I look forward to your testimony and I promise I won’t hold it against you
that you got Senator Cardin introducing you.
Chairman BURR. At this time, I’d like to recognize Senator
Cardin for an introduction.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BEN CARDIN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MARYLAND

LAP8RD6Q92 with DISTILLER

Senator CARDIN. Well, thank you very much, Chairman Burr,
Vice Chairman Warner, and Senator Blunt, it’s a pleasure for me
to introduce Dr. Christopher Scolese to the Committee. I was very
pleased that President Trump decided to nominate Chris to serve
as the next Director of the National Reconnaissance Office, NRO,
and the first to be confirmed by the United States Senate. I wholeheartedly endorse President Trump’s decision and support his confirmation. I support the nomination.
It’s bittersweet, quite frankly, Senator Warner, because we are
going to lose him at the Goddard Space Flight Center where he’s
held that position as the longest director of Goddard. He’s done an
incredible job in that leadership. To put the matter simply, he
knows how to put stuff into space and make it work.
I will give you just one example.
The Terra Mission. Chris was the project manager. Terra was
supposed to be a five-year earth science mission that has now
lasted 20 years. Terra explores the connection between earth’s atmosphere, land, snow and ice oceans, and energy balance to further
our understanding of the earth.
I know that NRO is headquartered in the State of Virginia but,
as Senator Warner knows, Maryland and Virginia have a regional
commitment to work together in regards to our space program.
Senator Warner, I was just recently at the Wallops Flight Facility
on April the 17th for the latest successful commercial resupply
service launch to the International Space Station. Yes, I recognize
that is located in Virginia, but proud Marylanders helped make
that one of the most successful facilities that we have. And I visited
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Goddard, which is located of course in Maryland, on March the 4th
to discuss the impact of the 35-day Government shutdown and the
budget picture going forward with Chris and Goddard workforce—
an incredible workforce that is very much motivated by their leader.
Dr. Scolese certainly has the academic credentials for the job. He
holds a bachelor of science degree in electrical and computer engineering from the State University of New York at Buffalo. He
earned a master’s degree in electrical and computer engineering
and a Ph.D. in systems engineering from George Washington University. After Chris earned his bachelor’s degree, Admiral Rickover
personally selected him to serve as the Naval Sea Systems Command where he worked on development of instrument and multiprocessor systems for the U.S. Navy and the Department of Energy.
Dr. Scolese’s stint in the nuclear Navy from 1978 to 1986 was
just the beginning of a long, distinguished career in public service.
In 1987 he joined Goddard’s Earth Science Team and became earth
science program manager and deputy director of flight projects.
Later he moved to NASA’s headquarters as deputy associate administrator for space science for three years before returning to
Goddard where he rose to become deputy director. Dr. Scolese then
returned to NASA headquarters first as chief engineer and then as
associate administrator, the top civil servant of the agency. He
served as acting administrator from January to July 2009. He went
back to Goddard to become director in 2012. I went through all
that to show that he has a long career in public service, where he’s
used his talent to the best interest of our country.
Moving over to the helm at NRO is a natural fit for Dr. Scolese.
Since Goddard manages many of NASA’s space telescope programs,
including Hubble Space Telescope and the wide field infrared survey telescope, they have technology heritage from NRO satellites.
I’ve really gotten to know Dr. Scolese as the leader at Goddard. I
can tell you he has an excellent reputation and working relationship with our Congressional delegation. I’ve met with the workforce
many times. He inspires all of the workers at Goddard from the
most highly skilled to those that are essential for the team to work
as a team.
What impresses me a great deal about Dr. Scolese is the way
that he’s engaged younger people into the process. He has had over
500 interns at Goddard, and he has been very much instrumental
in developing the relationships for the next generation of leaders
to come into public service. Above all, Chris is a dedicated public
servant with the accolades and awards to prove it and I can name
many, many awards that he has received, and I’ll put that into the
formal record. I’m glad, Mr. Chairman, you mentioned his family.
He has a very supportive family and I do want to thank Dianne
and the children for sharing their husband and father with us in
public service. I have no doubt that he will be a superb NRO Director and I’m very proud to be with him today.
Chairman BURR. Senator Cardin, thank you for that introduction. With a history as long and involved as Dr. Scolese, you would
think that head of black hair might have changed. I will assure you
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the NRO will challenge the color of that hair over the next few
years.
Dr. Scolese, would you please stand and raise your right hand?
Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Dr. SCOLESE. I do.
Chairman BURR. Please be seated.
Dr. Scolese, before you move to your statement, I’d like to ask
you to answer the five standard questions the Committee poses to
each nominee who appears before us. They just require a simple
yes or no answer for the record.
Do you agree to appear before the Committee here and in other
venues when invited?
Dr. SCOLESE. I do.
Chairman BURR. If confirmed, do you agree to send officials from
your office to appear before the Committee and designated staff
when invited?
Dr. SCOLESE. I do.
Chairman BURR. Do you agree to provide documents or any other
materials requested by the Committee in order to carry out its
oversight and legislative responsibilities?
Dr. SCOLESE. I do.
Chairman BURR. Will you ensure that your office and your staff
provide such materials to the Committee when requested?
Dr. SCOLESE. I do.
Chairman BURR. And finally, do you agree to inform and fully
brief to the fullest extent possible all members of this Committee
on all intelligence activities rather than only the Chair and the
Vice Chairman?
Dr. SCOLESE. I do.
Chairman BURR. Thank you very much for that.
We’ll proceed now to your opening statement, after which I’ll recognize members by seniority for up to five minutes.
Dr. Scolese, the floor is yours.
STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER SCOLESE, Ph.D., NOMINEE FOR
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE

LAP8RD6Q92 with DISTILLER

Dr. SCOLESE. Thank you, Chairman Burr, Vice Chairman Warner, distinguished Members of the Committee. I am honored to appear before you as the first Presidential appointee requiring Senate
confirmation for the position of Director of the National Reconnaissance Office.
I was privileged to meet with members of the Committee to hear
your views and goals for the NRO and the Intelligence Community.
I would also like to thank the Committee staff, as I know it’s a tremendous amount of work that goes into any confirmation hearing.
I am honored to have been nominated by the President. I am also
grateful that Acting Secretary of Defense Shanahan and Director
of National Intelligence Coats have the trust and confidence of my
ability to serve in this new capacity. If confirmed, I look forward
to working with you and with the extraordinary women and men
of the NRO.
I am profoundly grateful to have my family here with me today.
My wife of 38 years, Dianne, and our children Jenny, Daniel,
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Lauren and Anna. I’d also like to acknowledge Jenny’s husband
Mark, Dan’s wife Moore is not here unfortunately, as well as
Lauren’s fiancé Ian and Anna’s friend Mike. Their unconditional
support means the world to me.
Additionally, I want to remember my parents. They passed away
many, many years ago. My father was a typewriter repairman and
my mother was a secretary. They encouraged my sister and I to go
to college so that we could have a better life and more opportunities. I think about them daily and the many sacrifices they made
for me and my sister so that I could be here today.
I was born and raised in Buffalo, New York. It was a wonderful
place to grow up. As a young child I was inspired by the space program and space exploration. What intrigued me the most were the
machines and the computers that made it possible to look back at
our Earth and to visit other planets. I spent a lot of time in school
building rockets and electronic devices for fun. My science teacher,
Mr. Weiss, encouraged me to take that fun and enter the Western
New York Science Fair, which I went on to win with a project calculating the drag coefficient of rockets. That early passion set the
trajectory for my career, a path that has led me to be here today
as the nominee for the Director of the National Reconnaissance Office.
Mr. Chairman, I am proud to have had 40 years of service in the
Navy and NASA. I’ve been fortunate to be involved with diverse
systems such as nuclear submarines and spacecraft that have been
instrumental in protecting our national security and advancing our
knowledge of the Earth and the universe.
During the last three decades at NASA I have had the opportunity to work on the full range of NASA’s missions, from sending
humans into space to missions that are providing data about the
earth and the universe. I held various positions involved in the design, development, acquisition, launch, and operation of space systems, large and small, scaled to accomplish our goals.
Under my leadership, Goddard Space Flight Center developed
satellites and space systems to meet requirements for NASA and
other organizations. To accomplish these missions, I challenged the
teams I led to develop new capabilities, seek opportunities to inject
new technologies, leverage commercial capabilities, and collaborate
with partners. I ensured that the valuable lessons we learned were
incorporated into plans that have resulted in improved performance on recent missions, meeting technical costs, and schedule requirements. These best practices have been applied across a range
of missions for NASA and other organizations, such as NOAA and
the USGS.
I also found that it is critical to communicate often with all parties involved to ensure that common understanding of progress and
risk so adjustments can be made when necessary and when they
are still affordable. It was also clear to me while leading Goddard
that interagency cooperation and collaboration is key to success at
the national level. If confirmed, I will make interagency collaboration a priority at the NRO.
Additionally, the growth of a commercial space industry capable
of launching satellites and providing data is an opportunity that
should be leveraged to replace or enhance required capabilities. At
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the same time, the continued advance of technology in all areas
from artificial intelligence to material science provides an opportunity to maintain our national space advantage in an increasingly
competitive and contested environment. The combination of commercial capabilities, technological advancements, and Governmentdeveloped systems provides opportunities to expand the supplier
base, improve performance, reduce cost, and enhance resiliency.
In organizations, people are at the heart of its success. At NASA
I have had an opportunity to lead a large, diverse workforce. Nothing can be accomplished without the talented men and women who
are motivated to accomplish the mission. I am proud to be part of
NASA, which has been ranked as the best place to work in Government for the past seven years. I am also proud of creating an environment at Goddard that was also ranked as one of the best places
to work in Federal Government. If confirmed, I am committed to
fostering an environment at the NRO that welcomes diverse views,
invites new concepts, and energizes its workforce every day. This
includes recruiting, training, and retaining a world-class workforce,
allowing the NRO to provide premier space reconnaissance capabilities.
In closing, the NRO is one of the fabled organizations of the
Space Age and the capabilities that it has provided have been instrumental in maintaining the United States’ strategic advantage.
The NRO helps keep our country and the world safe from those
who seek to do us harm. I am honored to be considered for this position. If confirmed, I look forward to working closely with this
Committee and the entire Congress to leverage our opportunities
and address our challenges. If confirmed, I will seek your support
for the women and men of the National Reconnaissance Office and
to ensure that the NRO has the support it needs to continue developing and operating the world’s premiere reconnaissance satellites
delivering critical intelligence to policy makers, intelligence analysts, and war fighters.
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the Committee for the
hard work that it put into the oversight process. If confirmed as Director, I will uphold the National Reconnaissance Office’s obligations to Congress and the American people.
Chairman Burr, Vice Chairman Warner, and distinguished members of the Committee, thank you the opportunity to appear before
you today. I look forward to answering your questions.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Scolese follows:]
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Statement for the Record
Dr. Christopher J. Scolese
Nominee for Director, National Reconnaissance Office
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
May 1,2019

Introduction

Chairman Burr, Vice Chairman Warner, distinguished members of the committee-I am
honored to appear before you as the first Presidential appointee requiring Senate
confirmation for the position of Director of the National Reconnaissance Office
Thank you for the opportunity to meet privately with several of you to hear your views
and goals for the National Reconnaissance Office and the Intelligence Community. I
would also like to note the efforts of the Committee staff, as I know there is a tremendous
amount of preparation that goes mto any confirmation hearing.
I am honored to have been nominated by President Trump and grateful that the President,
Acting Secretary of Defense Shanahan, and Director of National Intelligence Coats have
the trust and confidence in my ability to contmue serving our nation in this new capacity
If confirmed, I look forward to workmg with you and with the extraordinary women and
men of the National Reconnaissance Office.
I am profoundly grateful to my family: my wife of38 years-Dianne-and our four
children-Jenni, Dame!, Lauren, and Anna, who are here with me today I would like to
acknowledge Jenni's husband Marc, Dan's wife Maura, and our granddaughter Maddie,
as well as Lauren's fiance Ian, and Anna's friend Mike. Their unconditional support
means the world to me; I am truly thankful. Additionally, I want to remember my parents
who passed away many years ago My father was a typewriter repair man, and my
mother was a secretary; they encouraged my sister and me to go to college so we could
have more opportunities I think about them datly, recognizing the sacrifices they made
so that we could pursue our dreams.
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I was born and raised in Buffalo, New York, and it was a wonderful place to grow up
As a young child, I was inspired by the space program and space exploration. I was
fascinated by all aspects of space exploration. What intrigued me the most were the
machines and computers that made it possible to look at our Earth and visit other planets
I spent a lot of time in school bmldmg rockets and electronic devices for fun. My science
teacher-Mr Weiss--encouraged me to enter the western New York Science Fair, which
I went on to win with a project calculatmg the drag coefficient of rockets. That early
passion set the trajectory for my career-a path that has led me to be here before you
today as the nommee for the Director of the National Reconnaissance Office.

9
The Position
Mr. Chairman, I am proud to have had 40 years of service m the Navy and at NASA. I
have been fortunate to be involved with diverse systems, such as nuclear submarines and
spacecraft, that have been instrumental in protectmg our national security and advancing
knowledge about our place in the universe.
During the last three decades at NASA, I have had the opportunity to work on the full
range of NASA's missions, from sending humans into space to missions that are
providing data about the Earth and our Umverse. I held various positions involved in the
design, development, acquisition, launch, and operation of space systems-large and
small-scaled to accomphsh our goals
Under my leadership, NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center developed satellites and
space systems to meet the requirements for NASA and other organizations. To
accomplish these missions, I challenged the teams I led to develop new capabilities, seek
opportunities to inject new technologies, leverage commercial capabilities, and
collaborate with partners I ensured that the valuable lessons we learned were
incorporated into plans that have resulted m improved performance on recent missions,
meeting technical, cost, and schedule requirements. These best practices have been
applied across a range of missions for NASA and other organizations such as the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and United States Geological Survey.
I also found that it 1s critical to communicate often with all parties involved to assure a
common understanding of progress and risk so adjustments can be made when necessary
and when they are still affordable. It was clear to me whtle leading Goddard that
interagency cooperation and collaboration is key to success at the national level. If
confirmed, I will make interagency collaboration a priority for the National
Reconnaissance Office.
The growth of a commercial space industry capable of Iaunchmg satellites and providing
data provides an opportunity that should be leveraged to replace or enhance required
capabilities. At the same time, the continued advance of technology in all areas from
artificial intelligence to materials science provides an opportunity to maintain our
national space advantage in an increasingly competitive and contested environment The
combination of commercial capab1ht1es, technological advancements, and governmentdeveloped systems provides opportunities to expand the supplier base, improve
performance, reduce cost, and enhance resiliency
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An orgamzation's people are at the heart of its success. At NASA, I have had the
opportumty to lead and manage a large, diverse workforce. Nothing can be accomplished
without the talented women and men who are motivated to accomplish the mission. I am
proud to be part of NASA, which has been ranked as the Best Place to Work in
Government for the last seven years I am also proud of creating an environment at
NASA Goddard that was also ranked as one of the best places to work in the federal
government. If confirmed, I am committed to fostering an environment at the NRO that
welcomes diverse views, invites new concepts, and energizes its workforce every day.
This mcludes recruiting, training, and retaining a world-class workforce, allowing the
National Reconnaissance Office to provide premier space reconnaissance capabilities.

10
If confirmed, knowing that our adversaries are becoming increasingly more adaptive, I
will endeavor to ensure that the nation's policymakers, intelligence analysts, and
warfighters will continue to maintain our strategic advantage with timely, relevant space
reconnaissance data.
Conclusion

In closing, the National Reconnaissance Office 1s. one of the legendary organizations of
the space age, and the capabilities that it has provided have been instrumental m
maintaining the United States strategic advantage. The National Reconnaissance Office
helps keep our country-and the world-safe from those who seek to harm U.S citizens,
our interests, or our allies.
I am honored to be considered for this position. If confirmed, I look forward to working
closely with this committee-and the entire Congress-to leverage our opportunities and
address our challenges. If confirmed, I will seek your support for the women and men of
the National Reconnaissance Office and to ensure that the National Reconnaissance
Office has the support it needs to continue developing and operating the world's premier
reconnaissance satellites, delivering critical mtelhgence to the policymaker, intelligence
analyst, and warfighter.
Mr Chairman, I want to thank you and the Committee for the hard work that 1s put into
the oversight process. If confirmed as Director, I will uphold the National
Reconnaissance Office's obligations to Congress and the American people.
Chairman Burr, Vice Chairman Warner, and distinguished members of the committee,
thank you for the opportumty to appear before you today. I look forward to answering
your questions.
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Chairman BURR. Dr. Scolese, thank you very much for that testimony and once again thank you to your family for their willingness
to go along with this.
Before we begin, I’d like to advise members that pursuant to
Senate Resolution 400, Dr. Scolese’s nomination will be referred to
the Senate Armed Services Committee after our Committee reports
his nomination to the full Senate. It’s my intention to move to a
Committee vote on this nomination as soon as possible.
Therefore, for planning purposes, if any members wish to submit
questions for the record after today’s hearing, please do so by close
of business today. With that, the Chair would recognize himself for
up to five minutes and then members by order of seniority.
Dr. Scolese, in your response to the Committee’s additional prehearing questions, you recognized that the NRO, and I quote,
‘‘maintains close partnerships across the IC and with defense- and
space-facing organizations such as the National Security Agency,
the CIA, Defense Intelligence Agency, National Geospatial Intelligence Agency, Air Force Space Command, U.S. Strategic Command, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.’’ You further stated that if confirmed you would work with IC partners such
as NSA and the NGA to ensure NRO-developed mission-models are
leveraged across the IC to maximize their value.
Do you support the NRO remaining as an element of the Intelligence Community?
Dr. SCOLESE. I do.
Chairman BURR. How would you respond to those who propose
to move the NRO from the Intelligence Community, for instance,
to be part of Space Force?
Dr. SCOLESE. Senator, I recognize that SPD–4 was very clear in
identifying that NRO was separate from the Space Force. I think
that’s the correct way to go as the NRO supports the Intelligence
Community, the Department of Defense, the combatant commanders, as well as the civil community. And as such it has broad
responsibilities that I believe can best be satisfied with the current
arrangement with the NRO separate from the Space Force.
At the same time, I recognize if the Space Force is created, the
NRO must collaborate with it as it does with the other services and
the Air Force today.
Chairman BURR. You moved from an institution where you sort
of have full control over what you’re doing and the impact that
you’re trying to make. And now you’ll lead an agency that really
does supply customers with very specific information. How would
you guarantee that NRO meets those requirements for the Intelligence Community?
Dr. SCOLESE. Actually, I have experience with that at NASA.
Many of our missions, particularly at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, support other organizations such as NOAA and the U.S.
Geological Survey, as well as supporting the science community.
Those organizations typically develop their requirements and their
desires and it’s our responsibility to work with them to understand
how we can best accomplish the set of requirements that they’ve
developed, and that includes a discussion about the resources that
we have available to us, the technological capabilities that are
available, perhaps commercial and other organizations that may be
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providing similar data or maybe exactly what they’re looking for.
I would intend to bring that experience to the National Reconnaissance Office, if confirmed, to go off and do that. So, supporting a
diverse customer base and developing a mission based on requirements would be something that I have some considerable experience with.
Chairman BURR. Let’s talk about your workforce.
What are your plans for recruiting and retaining those with a
science, technology, engineering, arts, and math expertise if confirmed?
Dr. SCOLESE. I believe one of the most important things in retaining a workforce and attracting a workforce is having an exciting mission. I’ve been fortunate in NASA to have that and I believe
that the NRO has a very exciting mission. Space is exciting. Supporting our national defense and our national security is critical
and provides people with an opportunity to serve their Nation and
in ways that they best can do it.
I also believe that it’s important to create an environment where
people can understand that their views will be respected, that their
personal views will be respected, that they have an opportunity for
advancement, and that they can use their creativity to develop new
capabilities and to support the war fighter and the intelligence analysts. So, it would be my intent to go off and work that. At the
same time, I recognize it’s important to create a pipeline. It’s been
something that is relatively easy at NASA because we don’t have
to worry about security clearances as much. But I believe it’s something that needs to be looked at at the NRO, particularly now that
there is a cadre of NRO professionals to go and partner with organizations so that we can in fact establish contacts with people in
college, for sure, and maybe even in high school to encourage them
to pursue careers in STEM—and hopefully view the NRO as an object where they would want to work at.
Chairman BURR. If the Vice Chairman has his way, the security
clearance problem will go away and be fixed, and we’ll praise him
for his work. With that, I recognize the Vice Chairman.
Vice Chairman WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And I appreciate the Chairman’s first couple of questions. I want
to come back to them as well. The Chairman and I wrote a letter
to SASC [Senate Armed Services Committee] and the Appropriations Committee on April 22 noting our concern with Acting Secretary Shanahan’s recent testimony about the need to integrate
NRO into the Space Force. In an answer to the prehearing question, and I appreciate your answer to the Chairman, you wrote,
quote, ‘‘one of the guiding principles in the standup of the Space
Force is to minimize risk to mission.’’
Do you think, in your opinion, would moving NRO to Space Force
or reorganizing it in some ways hit that goal of minimizing risk to
mission?
Dr. SCOLESE. Any change in an organization typically needs to
be done very carefully, otherwise you could increase risk. So, any
changes need to be evaluated very carefully and understood before
they’re implemented to make sure that you don’t impact the mission. And as I mentioned, I believe that the NRO should stay sepa-
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rate as indicated in SPD–4 and that would allow the NRO to continue to pursue its mission as well as it does today.
Vice Chairman WARNER. With an organization that’s funded 91
percent by the National Intelligence Program, and clearly this
Committee feels very strongly on this. I appreciate your testimony
today and earlier conversations that you will resist these bureaucratic moves to potentially roll NRO into Space Force. I hope as
you move forward, and I hope you will move forward in your nomination, that you will constantly turn to this Committee if you need
assistance on that challenge going forward.
I want to move to another area that the Chairman and I have
been working on. I think we’ve made some progress in certain
areas like radar, but we’re very concerned that the pace of development and acquisition at NRO historically has been pretty slow
and—with almost Moore’s Law hitting satellites now—if you’ve got
a two-year requirements document and then a two-year RFP, you
know you may have technology that may have leapt over your
whole process.
How can you take some of the lessons you’ve learned at NASA,
bring them over to NRO, to speed up this development acquisition
process?
Dr. SCOLESE. One of the things that we did at NASA is recognize
that commercially developed satellites, as an example, are extremely capable and can greatly increase the pace at which we can
field missions. We called it the Rapid Space Craft Development Office and we’ve had great success with it. It allows us to buy a satellite that we know will work, that the commercial sector has developed, and then we focus on the things that the Government
needs to do—the scientific instruments or the detection technologies that are required—that reduces our cost-risk because we’re
buying a satellite that we know is going to operate. We know what
it’s going to cost. It allows us to focus on the technologies that we
need to advance in order to accomplish a mission. It gets the mission done quicker because you know the interface that you’re going
to have to work with, because a spacecraft is built, and it’s proven
to be extremely valuable. Our weather satellites today, as an example, we demonstrated this to NOAA with a satellite called the
‘‘Suomi NPP,’’ where we used a commercial satellite and put
weather satellites on it—developed it very quickly to fill a gap—
and now our polar weather satellites are built that way. It gives
us a greater variety. It gives us more resilience because now we
can go to other vendors that have satellites that will operate in
that orbit. And in fact, have demonstrated that we can do that. The
U.S. Geological Survey is now relying on those types of satellites
and that mission development for the Landsat satellites which we
have built relatively quickly. We’d like to go faster still, but instrument development has been a challenge. In addition, we have
worked with other organizations, commercial organizations, and in
fact just a little bit ago, about six months ago, we launched a sensor on a commercial communications satellite demonstrating the
ability to do science that way as well.
Vice Chairman WARNER. I’m going to get one last question in,
and I appreciate those examples. I also appreciate your references
to the ability to partner with commercial. I want to personally
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thank you for coming with the NASA administrator last week to
Wallops, and as you know, a lot of investment is going in at Wallops, including a new classified payload processing facility that we
both toured. NRO has already scheduled a couple of launches out
of Wallops this year.
My last question is: if confirmed at NRO how would you view the
mission of NRO in terms of launch and the ability to further partner with this new state-of-the-art facility at Wallops?
Dr. SCOLESE. Wallops Flight Facility is part of my current responsibilities as director of Goddard Space Flight Center. It’s a
wonderful capability that we should certainly take advantage of
and having a diversity of launch. It’s certainly beneficial to the Nation, and Wallops should play an absolutely critical part. As we discussed last week, we now have an ability to process classified payloads and we have a range of launch vehicles that we can support
there. So, it very much can support the NRO mission as well as
commercial and NASA missions.
Vice Chairman WARNER. I look forward to continuing the conversations we started last week. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Senator Cornyn.
Senator CORNYN. Dr. Scolese, congratulations on your nomination. I wonder if you would describe the state of our Government’s
work in space, including NRO’s, relative to our international competitors: Chinese, Russians, others, Indians. Could you give us sort
of an overview of where do you think we stand and where we’re
stronger, where we have some vulnerabilities compared to our
peers?
Dr. SCOLESE. Yes, Senator. Overall, I believe the United States
is still the leader in space exploration and in overhead reconnaissance. But I recognize that we’re existing in a much more competitive environment where our competitors in Russia, in China, and
in others are developing capabilities that are approaching the capabilities of ours. And it’s something that we need to focus on to constantly stay in front of, by investing in the technologies and working with partners in the commercial industry and our colleagues in
other nations to enhance our capabilities.
I’d also recognize that we’re under an increasing threat both
from physical attack—the most recent demonstration was the
ASAT that India demonstrated a few weeks ago—that increases
the challenges that we have to our overhead reconnaissance and
our satellites. And also, cyber-attacks. Our ground systems need to
be secured and protected against those types of attacks so that we
can maintain control of our satellites. So, we’re existing in a much
more congested and contested environment and it’s our responsibility to continually find ways to improve our resiliency through
technological advance, partnerships with others, reliance on other
systems so that we have a diversity of systems and if confirmed as
Director of NRO, I would certainly pursue those goals.
Senator CORNYN. Well, it seems to me one natural advantage
America has over our competitors around the world is our vibrant,
innovative private sector. You’ve talked a little bit about how to leverage the private sector, but it seems to me there are also some
challenges when there’s not a lot of competition available for some
of these missions and some of these products. Of course, the Army
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has just created the Army Futures Command to try to leverage
some of the private sector innovation and lower cost and stay
ahead of our competitors. But what other steps do you think we
need to take in order to increase competitive opportunities so that
we can continue to maintain our technological edge compared to
our competitors?
Dr. SCOLESE. I think we’re at a good time in our country with
increasing number of commercial organizations that can provide
launch across a range of capabilities from small to large as well as
a burgeoning satellite manufacturing capability ranging from
CubeSats to larger satellites. And I recognize that the NRO and
other organizations, NASA included, are adjusting their architectures to deal with that—to allow for more opportunity for different
vendors to compete and have an opportunity to enhance our capabilities by providing us new technologies or by providing us manufacturing capabilities that typically the Government sector doesn’t
have and will allow us to produce more systems more quickly to
allow us to keep that technological advantage over our adversaries.
So, I think the combination of a strong commercial sector now
and a burgeoning commercial sector that gives us a full range of
capabilities will really enhance our ability to stay at the forefront
of national defense and protecting our country.
Senator CORNYN. Will you pledge to do everything you can within
your authorities to try to maintain that sort of competition so that
we don’t get stuck with sole source either products that basically
hold the taxpayer hostage and denies this great competitive opportunity we have in terms of keeping our technology at the forefront?
Dr. SCOLESE. If confirmed, and as part of my career, I have always supported competition. I will continue to support competition.
Senator CORNYN. Thank you.
Chairman BURR. The Chair is going to recognize himself for a
few more questions.
Dr. Scolese, leaks of classified information put sensitive sources
and methods at risk, causing irreparable damage to our national
security. In your responses to the Committee’s additional prehearing questions you stated that safeguarding our classified information and capabilities is a fundamental requirement for success.
If confirmed, how do you plan to address the security of sensitive
and classified information?
Dr. SCOLESE. My understanding of how the NRO does that is
something that we would have to continue to do by making sure
that we hire the right people. That they have the right background
checks that are on the personnel side. Also, we have to recognize
that cyber-attacks are also critical and while I’m not fully briefed
on the capabilities of the NRO, I do know that it’s a national interest. It’s something that NASA faces each and every day and we
work to make sure that our systems are secure.
I recognize that it’s an ever-changing environment and we’re
going to have to adapt and constantly improve our cybersecurity
techniques as well as working our physical security for our systems. And intellectual property, working with our vendors and the
university environment to assure that we protect that intellectual
property that’s absolutely critical for our national defense, while at
the same time allowing those technologies to be used to benefit our
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commercial sector and advance our competitive advantage throughout the world. So, it’s a complicated balancing of capabilities, but
something that I’m fully committed to and something that I’ve had
a lot of experience with at NASA.
Chairman BURR. One last question. Will you commit to reporting
to this Committee any security breaches that you find have happened and the process NRO makes towards preventing and deterring unauthorized disclosures of classified information?
Dr. SCOLESE. Yes, I will.
Chairman BURR. Vice Chairman.
Vice Chairman WARNER. Let me also just say to your family the
fact that we’re little light on attendance this morning is actually
a good sign.
You know one of the things that you’re going to bring, and Senator Cardin went through your background—extraordinarily impressive—but you are going to be moving from the kind of rocketscientist world to the Intelligence Community world. I’d like you to
talk to that.
And one of the things I think clearly NASA has done better than
NRO—we’ve got to make sure that the workforce looks like the rest
of America in terms of diversity, in terms of women. Can you speak
to efforts that may have taken place at NASA and how you might
bring that same notion to NRO to make sure NRO’s more reflective
of what America looks like and specifically how do you think the
transition will go from the NASA rocket science nonclassified
world, in most part, to taking on leadership of one of the most critical components of the whole Intelligence Community?
It’s a two-part question.
Dr. SCOLESE. It’s two part. I understand, Sir. My experience at
NASA and looking at my understanding what the NRO does are
actually very similar. At Goddard in particular, we develop satellites, either in house or more commonly with the industrial sector
and a broad spectrum of the industrial sector. So, we design and
build satellites that operate in earth’s orbits similar to what the
NRO does, different purpose, but looking down at the earth, operating in often the same regime. We share, many times, vendors,
the suppliers of satellites and rockets. We use typically the same.
We also work together very closely in assuring that our supply
chain is meeting the needs of the community. So, we have a lot of
interaction there. And we work in technological areas. So, a lot of
the experience that I have at NASA, particularly at Goddard, is
very relevant to the NRO function and performance. The specific
details may be different in terms of how we task our satellites to
do things and who has the authority to task the satellites.
But we still do tasking; for instance, the Hubble Space Telescope
has to be tasked, and the Landsat satellites have to be tasked in
order to acquire whatever data that they may need to look at. So,
very similar functions and I can bring that knowledge there. There
are certainly things that I will be learning if confirmed at NRO. So,
I think we have, you know, very complementary and similar objectives and work with a similar supplier base, if you will, and can
bring slightly different experiences to the NRO that may benefit
the mission.
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From a diversity and inclusion standpoint, as you mentioned, at
NASA we have a very diverse workforce, particularly at Goddard,
and it’s been a focus of mine as the director of the Goddard Space
Flight Center.
One of the reasons I believe that Goddard has performed so well
as one of the best places to work within NASA and within the Government is because of our diverse workforce. Some of the things
that we have done there is create advisory committees where the
various groups within the organization, we have a woman’s advisory group. We have an African American advisory group, Hispanic. We also have a veteran’s advisory group. So, we try and
work with the communities to understand what are the issues that
the organization is supporting or not supporting. They tend to be
very positive and constructive discussions about what we can do
from an organizational standpoint, what’s in our control and how
we can improve the environment at the center.
I would bring that same type of experience to the NRO, if confirmed, and bring the same commitment to diversity and inclusion
which includes establishing a pipeline. It’s not just putting the
right people in the right job, but it’s making sure that people have
an opportunity to advance and that there is a pipeline all the way
from the university, for sure, all the way up to the most senior positions in the organization.
Vice Chairman WARNER. It sounds like Goddard knows where
you got a very robust internship program.
Dr. SCOLESE. Yes, we do.
Vice Chairman WARNER. Little harder on the intel side but something that I hope you’ll try to explore.
Dr. SCOLESE. I will definitely try and explore that and that’s one
of the reasons for having the pipeline. The reason I mentioned the
advisory committees is because we ask them to go off and talk with
people from their universities and say, hey, Goddard is a great
place to come and work at and you can see I’m there and what I
can accomplish. So, yes, we want to establish that pipeline and I
would, if confirmed, work at NRO to try and establish an internship program that would allow us to start that pipeline up.
Vice Chairman WARNER. And I have no further questions. Senator King I’m sure will have a question or two, but the one thing
that is a little unique at NRO also is their special relationship with
NGA. And I think things have been pretty good on that front the
last few years and I know from our earlier conversation you’ll commit to make sure that strong partnership as one of your premiere
customers will continue.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. SCOLESE. Absolutely.
Chairman BURR. Senator King.
Senator KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Scolese, I’m sure you’re aware of the GAO report that recently came out. It’s not very encouraging. It indicates a deterioration in cost performance and on-time launch performance. Are you
aware of this report? Have you seen this?
Dr. SCOLESE. Yes.
Senator KING. What do we do about it?
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Dr. SCOLESE. One of the things that’s very important is to learn
from all of our experiences at NASA and at Goddard in particular,
we had the opportunity to work with many different organizations
and accomplish many different missions. One of the things that I
did as chief engineer, and continued on while I was in other positions, was to go off and look and understand why our missions
didn’t perform quite as well as we would like in terms of cost and
schedule. Technically, they have met their objectives and done that
very well. We developed some guidelines for missions to follow and
since we adapted those guidelines, most of the science missions at
the Goddard Space Flight Center have in fact performed at or better than expected. So, it’s lessons learned that are absolutely critical to take forward.
Senator KING. Are you open to cooperating with GAO? Including
their people in your analysis and reports on what you’re doing? I
think GAO is an important asset.
Dr. SCOLESE. Absolutely. And in fact, when I mentioned the
study we did, we relied heavily on GAO’s reports from the past and
at that time current reports and we continue to look at those and
take those extremely seriously.
Senator KING. You have tremendous experience. There’s no doubt
about that and your background is exceptional for this position. On
the other hand, one of the differences is that NASA is a wholly civilian, sort of on its own timeline. I’m about to use a phrase I
haven’t heard in a long time. ‘‘Space race.’’ We’re now in a space
race. And it’s a race not only in terms of getting hardware up
there, but what the hardware is and what it can do and what the
capabilities are. This is not an academic research exercise. This is
a very serious national security question.
Are you prepared to make the switch from NASA to NRO in
terms of the orientation toward the urgency of this enterprise?
Dr. SCOLESE. Absolutely. At Goddard we also have participated
in national security. We support the NOAA and the USGS in providing the weather satellites and the environmental satellites that
our Nation relies on to not only predict the weather but to predict
severe storms. And I recognize that the NRO is a different mission,
but it’s similar to what we have done at NASA and if confirmed,
I believe I can shift over to the requirements and responsibilities
of the NRO.
Senator KING. At Goddard and NASA were you involved in the
sort of discussion as between larger satellites, smaller satellites?
Do you feel that smaller satellites is an important direction that we
have to go in terms of both speed of deployment, resiliency, and all
those things? Give me your thoughts on small versus large in
space.
Dr. SCOLESE. Absolutely. I believe that there’s room for all types
of satellites, and small satellites certainly play an important role.
They are satellites that we can develop quicker to develop, to identify, to mature technologies, and demonstrate capabilities at a
higher pace than you can with larger satellites. At the same time,
we have to recognize that there are physics that may determine the
size of a satellite. But certainly, smaller satellites are something
that are critical. They can improve, as I said, our ability to address
technologies, to demonstrate capabilities, to enhance our resilience,
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to get capabilities up there sooner. And we have utilized those at
NASA, and if confirmed I would bring that same intention to the
National Reconnaissance Office.
Senator KING. Two points and my time is about to run out. One
is the importance of close, close, close communication and collaboration with NGA to be sure that we’re doing what they need in
terms of their being the customer and their ultimate customers in
the Intelligence Community. I think that’s incredibly important.
And I think the word for the future is going to be resiliency and
I think that’s got to be a top of mind consideration in all of our future space endeavors based upon what we know is happening out
in the competitive world and I hope you’ll bear that in mind.
Dr. SCOLESE. Absolutely.
Senator KING. Thank you very much. Appreciate it. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman BURR. Senator Harris.
Senator HARRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Scolese, thank you for your years of service at NASA. You
have an extraordinary background and in many ways, I believe
you’re a great fit for this position. But I notice that you have not
worked in the Intelligence Community before. So, it’s obviously
going to be a unique experience and you’ll be leading a large organization. I know in my short time in the Senate I’ve had to learn
all the acronyms and of course there’s lots of secrecy involved in
the work of the IC.
So, what do you anticipate as being the greatest challenge for
you in making the transition into the IC?
Dr. SCOLESE. I have experience working with the NRO and other
organizations, the Air Force, the Navy. Early in my career for sure
in the Navy. So, I have experience working in a classified environment and supporting that. Certainly, you’re right. Learning all the
new acronyms will certainly be a challenge. However, I think my
background in space systems development and acquisition and my
understanding of the NRO’s you know responsibilities overlap very
well. There will be differences clearly in how NASA did it and NRO
did it and how it needs to be done in the Intelligence Community
but I’m certain that I can learn those quickly and become a contributing member.
Senator HARRIS. Great. And at NASA you’ve been—and I thank
you for this—a proponent of adoption of cutting-edge commercial
technology and integrating those into programs. So, if confirmed
how would you accelerate the rate of technology adoption at the
NRO?
Dr. SCOLESE. I think the similar way to what you would do it in
any organization, which is to establish a technology pipeline, so
that you have technologies that you’re working on, that address
questions that you think may be out there, or capabilities that may
be needed five years from now or ten years from now. Understanding what others are doing as well because you don’t have the
answers in all cases so understanding what’s going on in universities, understanding what’s going on in industry, and sharing that
with the user community—with the NGA, the NSA, and the broader community that’s out there in the Department of Defense and
the Intelligence Community—so they can understand what you’re
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working on, what you think has benefit, and harmonize that with
the requirements that they see currently so that you can improve
performance today either by acquiring better data or reducing cost
or improving resiliency or addressing a question that we think is
going to come out in the future. And collaborations and recognizing
the capabilities of the commercial sector as well as our partners
internationally and in other agencies to enhance the mission.
Senator HARRIS. And I appreciate your point about the need for
interagency communication and sometimes we do that well in Government and sometimes we don’t.
How do you propose to be effective with that goal?
Dr. SCOLESE. Something we have experience with at the Goddard
Space Flight Center is we acquire the weather satellites for NOAA,
and we acquire the land remote sensing satellites for the U.S. Geological Survey. I would bring that experience to the NRO. The main
thing is to have frequent and regular communications so we understand both what is desired by the user community, and understand
whatever issues they may have with the performance of our organization, and at the same time explain the other way what our challenges are, what our accomplishments are, so that we can come to
a common understanding of where we are, what our risks are and
be able to address those quickly and effectively and not just have
a phone call when there’s a problem.
Senator HARRIS. And then, I’ve just about a minute left, but on
the subject of AI technology, what areas of the NRO’s mission do
you think would benefit from an incorporation and adoption of AI?
Dr. SCOLESE. My experiences in AI can support all aspects of the
mission. Certainly, in terms of determining which data from a huge
dataset is of interest to the intelligence analysts or the combatant
commander along with understanding the complexities of managing a constellation of satellites as we move into constellations.
We’ve even found that AI can help us in identifying causes for
anomalies on spacecraft or ground systems. So, AI I think can help
us across the spectrum of capabilities that the NRO provides.
Senator HARRIS. Thank you.
Chairman BURR. Thank you, Senator Harris and Senator King.
All good things come to an end. This has now come to an end,
based upon the folks that are here.
Chris, I want to thank you again for your 40 years of service,
more importantly for what I think is the biggest commitment of
your career and you’re well prepared to do it.
Your comments about partnering with a commercial satellite
platform to fill a gap for NOAA reminded me that no agency is
going to be impacted by the acceleration of technology more than
the NRO. And as you know, in this town the architecture isn’t designed for things to happen quickly. But intelligence is a function
of getting what you need as quickly as you can so that policy makers and warfighters can make the right decisions. This has been a
tough road to try to culturally manipulate at NRO, and I say that
not as a criticism. I really say it because it’s a commitment to do
things differently.
It’s a challenge for us to unleash the talents and the expertise
at NRO to exceed what your customers expect. And those expectations are on content, on frequency. I think the day that as NRO
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Director you fill those gaps that exist around the world that are
persistent right now, you will have exceeded customers’ expectations. I think the Vice Chairman and I are reminded every day
that we look at what NRO does and one of the things we’ve asked
for years was: my God why does it cost so much to launch these
things? And how can we get launch costs down?
Well, you know, that’s just a reality of dealing with big things.
And along came Elon Musk and there were a number of things,
competition. Had SpaceX not done what they did, then we might
still not have boosters that return to where they launched from,
and if they didn’t return to where they launched from we wouldn’t
have learned that geez if you reuse a used booster, the insurance
cost of that relaunch is actually cheaper than the first launch because they know it works. And so, what brought down significantly
launch costs, brought down further as we experienced it on things
that we weren’t even looking for. The way this Committee looks at
it, that’s savings that we’re able to pump back into big or small
platforms, to push research and development of technologies.
My parting comment to you is this: Be a leader.
I think you will be. Challenge the great talent that’s at NRO to
perform better, to have more partnerships, not just to rely on a
contractor to put the array of new technologies out and say: here’s
the buffet, pick what you want. Listen to your customers and
search through every means possible to see what technologies are
out there, if just reconfigured in a different way might better fit
the needs versus just what you’re being offered.
I think Senator King hit on a very important thing. We have no
choice. We have to be faster. We have to concentrate more on providing the technologies that provide the customers the products
that they need. I will tell you that as a Committee we realize that
with a faster pace brings a higher level of risk.
The challenging thing for us is that we’re transitioning but we
still look at life expectancies that far exceed the technology that’s
hanging on the platform. And it’s time that we get the platform design life in sync with what is a scheduled technological change in
what we’ve got the capabilities to do. That’s a transition that can
only take somebody that’s been in a role like you’ve been in. So,
I personally look forward to the leadership and the challenges that
you will challenge the workforce to, because I think they are incredibly talented and will meet whatever expectations you set for
them.
So, let me say you have the full support of this Committee. We’ll
expedite your nomination as quickly as we possibly can. My hope
is that we can take it up on the floor as quickly as we report it,
and I’ll count on the members of this Committee to push that. We’d
like to have you there tomorrow if we could. It’s not going to work
quite that fast.
I will apologize once again to your family: if you thought he kept
long hours before, they’re going to be longer now—and take a snapshot because his hair will be gray in a couple of years. And they
will be well earned.
Thank you for your willingness to do this.
This hearing is adjourned.
Dr. SCOLESE. Thank you, Sir.
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[Whereupon at 10:07 a.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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SELECT COMMI'ITEE ON INTELLIGENCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COMPLETI ON BY
PRESIDENT IAL NOMINEES
PART A-BIOGRAPmCA LINFO:gMATIO N
1.

FOLLNAMB: Chmtnpher Jon Scolese
O'IBER.NAMESUSBD: NIA

2.

DATIi AND PLACE OF BIR.TH: 21 July !956; Bull'alo, NY
CITI.ZllNSHIP: USA

3.

MARITAL STATUS: Married

4.

SPOUSB'SNAME: DianneCeeillaScolese

S.

SPOUSE'S MAIDEN NAME IF APPLICABLE: Dianne Cedlla BoJan

6.

NAMBS AND AGES OF CHIWREN:

INFORMATION REDACTED

...

MnweB School

2003

Leadership Certmcatc

2003

George Washln&ton
lhdvenltY

1979-1983

MS Electrteal and

1983

Bettis Reactor

1979

Enalneerln2 School
State Untvenlty of New

1974-1!>78

s--u111vem"'

Comnnter En..tneerln!!.
Nuclear Eugtaeerbl&
Certificate
BS Eleetrteal and
Comnnt..r En!dneerlne

YorkatBntralo
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8.

EMPLOYMENT RECORD (LIST ALL POSmONS HEID SINCE COLLEGE, INCLUDING
MILITARY SBRViCB. INDICATE NAME OF EMPLOYER, POsmON, TITLEORDESCRJYrION,
LOCATION, AND DATES OF EMPLOYMENT).

EMPLOYER

POSITION/TITLE

U, S. Navy (Active Daty)
U, S. Navy Reterve (adive aad
Inactive)
DoDUSN

LOCATION

DATES

Eml&n•LT

Various

19'78-1983

LT

Crystal City, VA

1983-1"1

GS13-14

CryiitalClty, VA

1933-1986

'ly.!ou Comer,

1986-1!187

En&ln•r
General Research Corponitioa

NASA Goddard Space FD&ht Ceater

Seaior Aaalylt

VA
GS14-SES

Greenbelt, MD

1987-2001

Engillcer

Systcw Manager
(ChWEnamcer)
Project Manacer

Director orEartb
Sdellce Minions

Deputy Director or
FJ.l&btProjedl

Deputy AA Space Science NASA HQ

SES

WaahfD&ton, DC

2001-2804

Depaty Director NASA GSFC

SES

Grceabelt, MD

2004-2005

CJaidl:n&iJK,cr NASA

SES

Wullln&fOn, DC

20fl5-2007

A.dinlnfstrator (Actln&} NASA

SES

Wuhington, DC

211119

Auodate Adllllnlstnltor NASA HQ

SES

Wullinaton, DC

2007to2012

Director NASA Goddard Space Fllpt

SES

Greenbelt, MD

2012 - Pl'lllfflt
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9. GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE (INDICATE EXPERIENCE lN OR ASSOCIATION WITH FEDERAL,
STATE, OR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING ADVISORY, CONSULTATIVE. HONORARY, OR
OTHERPART•TIMESERVICEORPOSfflON. DONOTREPEATINFORMATIONALRBADY
PROVIDED IN QUESTION 8).
I served in an advisory capacity as part otmy official aovenunent duties providing revlewl and
l'ffl)mmendatlou for other gOvernment agency programs, which lndudeil procnma at the NRO, DoD,
USAF, DOE, DBS, and USGS.

10. INDICATE ANY SPECIALIZED INTEWOENCB OR NATIONAL SECURITY EXPERTISE YOU HAVB
ACQUIRED HAVING SERVED lN mBPOSITIONSDBSCRIBED lNQUBSTIONS 8 AND/OR9
The majority or my 40 plus year career has been deafgning, acquiring, l■unchln11 and operatln1 space
systems at NASA. My esperlence in acquisition, dt1¥elopment and tett Is related to apace systll111t,
observation of the Earth and Its environment. nuclear tyltema, nnelear weapo119, analysls of products
from satellites, data syatema dffelopment and operation, and facility muaaement. I have served In an
alhisory eapadty on the development ofNRO systems and technologies.

11 HONORS AND AWARDS (PROVIDE INFORMATION ON SCHOLARSHIPS, PELLOWSHIPS.
HONORARY DEGREES, MILITARY DECORATIONS. CIVD,IAN SERVICE ClTATIONs, OR. ANY
OTHER SPECIAL RECOONITIONFOR OUTSTAf,IDJNQ PERFORMANCE ORACHIEVEMBNO.
HONORS/AWARDS
Reclpleatofthe2018 AIAA Von KAnmnAward

DATE
2018

RECOGNmON
1be Amerle■ n Jastltute or
Aeronautics and Altronaatia
(AIAA) award honorln,:
Theodore von K6nun, world
famoua authority on aerospace
ac:lences, the von Klrmin Lecture
in Altronautlct Award rte0gnlzes
an Individual who 1w performed
notably and dlstingul,hed hlmsell'
tedml.eally In the field or

Elected to George Wuhln&tt>n University Sehool of

2015

The GW EDglneerinl Hall of
Fame WU established in 20011 to
recognize and honor
dbtinplllhed SEAS alnmnl,
faealty, ataft', and l'rleadl who
have contributed to enpeering,
technology, or -na1ement In•
1111tained and alplflcant way
darlni their careen. These are
illdMduab who bring dlstlnctlon
to GW through their
achievemems and their
contributions to their profeldons,
the University, and todety•atlane.

■stronantki.
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Section•• highest award I.I the
Barry Goldwater Educator
Award, prueutcd ■mually to an
fndlvldual of national mtare
llll)pertfng the advancement of
teebnolru>• education.
Electrtcal En&fneerlug Dlstingulslled Gradwlte: State
Unlvenltv of New York at Buffalo
NASA Distinguished Service Medal

zoo,

State Unlvenity ofNew York at Buffalo

2007

Amencan lnmtute or Aeronautic, and Astronautics Space
System■ Award

2000

Preddeiltlal Rank Award-Merltorioua E:uentlv~

2006

NASA Goddard EKepdOllal Team Acblm:ment Award

2005

NASA Outataadlnc Leadenhlp Medal

2000

PruldenUal Rank Award-Meritorious Executive

2000

Society for Tedinical CommUllleatfon

2000

2014
The NASA Distlnpllbed Sentee
Medal b the highest award which
may be bestowed hytlle NASA.
Awarded this medal for Ills
leadenhlp of the Apney durlq
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Cllft'ord C. Funw Memorial
Award
It was the Intent of the late Mn.
Furnas that this award be
presented annually to a graduate
of the School ofEqlneerlng and
Applied Sciences, or a gradute
In one of the natural sdeaca or
mathematics dllelpllms widlln
the Collece of Arts IJld Sdenea,
whohaacllslfnplshed
hf1115elflhenelf'ln a fiekl or,
acieru:e, thereby bringing hono,
to the unlvenltv,
Awarded to the Earth Ohrervbt&
System Team

Presidential Rank Award of
MeritorloWI Exeeutlve Awarded
to an SES In the U.S.
Government for 1us1alned
mpelior performance in
management of prop'IIIII of the
Unltecl Stat. Government ■ad
for achievement In the public
service
Earth Observing s,.tem (EOS)
Alll'II
X-derahlp ofEOS Terr. md
nc,overy ofESDIS
Presldentilll RankAffllrd of
MerltoriDWI Eseeutlve Awarded
to 10 SES In the U.S.
Government for suatained
superior performance In
manapment of prop,11111 of the
Umted States Govemment ud
for achieYement In the pubUc
service
Bat ofSoow for the NASA Earth
Oue"atoo Web Site
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Amerfean Sodety for Photosnmmetry and Remote Senlln1

Tau Beta Pl

Cer1ifteate or Appredation for
Meritorfoua Service
1996
Strathmon'a Who's Who
pnblllhes an anuual two
thollflllld page hard cover
blocnphieal regimy, honorilll
.-f'nl lndmduab In the fields
of Buslneu, the Arts and
Sclenca, Law, Elllfneerfng and
Government.
Leadenhln otEOS RNtnlcturfna
1!193
l!l8!1to Several Outstanding Teamwork
nraent Annll
198!1to Several Group AchlllVement
nresent awarm
1986
Yo11111 Enpneer/Selentlst Anni
Thill Is the premier award for
sdmtlsb and engineers under the
•ce of35 who havo made
lllbltantfal contrlbutl1111.11 lll their
field or emertise.
National En&1neering Honor
1977

Eta Kappa Nu

1'77

Strathmore'1 Who's Who

NASA Oalltandln.. Leadenhln Medal
NASA

NASA Goddard Space Fli&fit Center
.AIAA Natlonal Capital Seetlon

1"6

Socletv
Blcetrlc■I En&ineerlnl Honor

Socletv

1!174

New York State R""""'ta SdloJanhin
New York State Selence Fair

1973

Honor Anni
For• proJect on the b■llldlca of
model rockets

Western New York Science Fair

um

Cabpan

1973

Wpest Honors
For• projeet on the balllstles of
model rocktts
AeroepateAWllnl
For a proJect on the balliltlcs of
model rockets

12. ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS (LIST MEMBER.SHIPS IN AND OFFICBS HEID Wl1'BJNTim
LAST TBNYEARS 1N ANY PROFESS[ONAL, CIVIC, FRATERNAL, BUSINESS, SCHOLAR.LY,
CULTURAL, CHARITABLE, OR OTHER. SIMILAR ORGANIZATIONS).
OR

•11a<K ■• "M'. -N'.11.H

DATES

Americu Jnstitale of

Fellow

Appx. 1!172-Pl'CICDt

Imtltate or Elefflieal ■mt
Eleetronlc Enrdneen
TanBetaPI

M-ber

1ll74-Present

National Elllfneerfne Honor

lffl

Eta Kappa Nu

Electrical :Elllfneerinll Honor

Knlohls orcolumbn■

Member
Member of the Electnc■I
En2lneerln11. Advflorv Board

AcronantlCI ■nd Altronsutics

Socletv
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State Unlvmil)' of New York at
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George Washington Unlveralty

2015-Pnsent

13. PUBL1SBBD WRITJNGS AND SPBBCBBS (LIST THE '11TLES. PUBLISHBRS, BLQGS AND
PUBUCATIONDATES OF ANY BOOKS, ARTICLES, REPORTs, OROTHERPOBL1SHBD
MATBRTALS YOU HAVE AUIHORED. ALSO LIST ANY PUBLIC SPEECHES OR REMARKS YOU
HAVE MADE WITHINTBBLASTTENYEARS FOR WHICHTBEREIS A TEXT, TRANSCRIPT, OR
VIDEO). IP ASKBD, WJLL YOU PROVIDE A COPY OFEACHREQUBSTBD PUBLICATION, TBXI',
TRANSCRIPT, OR VIDEO?
Yes, to the extent they are published and avallable. The below Dst ofpublications, speeches and
presentations fa complete to the beat ofmy knowledge.
Published Writings (Books, Articles, Report,, Papers):
"EOS Mlsslon Platf'onn Siziq Study {A Coneeptwd Design Approaeb)," C. Seolese, F. Bordi. National
Aeronautlea and Space Administration (NASA), May 1990
"Field of View Location and Formation Jl'ly1ng for Polar Orbiting Miufons." C. Seolese, D. Folta, and F.
Bordi. ,t\merican Astronantlcal Sodety 91-170, Aprll 1991
"Considerations on Formation Flying Separationa for Earth Observlng Satellite Missions." D. Folta, F,
Bordi, and C. &ole.se. American Astronautical Sodety !JZ-144; American Astronautical Socief¥ /
American l'nstitute of Aeronautics and Astronaaties Spaceflight Meehanles Meetlllg,
Colorado Springs, CO, February 1992
"The Earth Obsemnc System's Space Measurement System." C. Scolese, M. Donohoe, and F, BordL
43rd Inttmatlonal Astronautical Congress, IAF-92-0748, Washington, DC,
August 28-September S. l!l9l
"Memlrement Strate&les for the Earth ObJervlna Syatem." C. Scolese, F. Bordi, D. Folta, and J. Bolek.
COSPARA.S-M.1.04 XXIX COSPAR PLENARY MEETING, Washington, DC,
Angast28-September5, 1992
"Mission to Planet Earth: The EOS $paee Segment.'' F, Bordi, C. Seolese, M. Donohoe, and J. Dalton,
43,,s International Astronantlcal Congress, Waablngton, DC, Aug,ut 28-8eptemller 5, 19!J2
''The Earth Observing System: The EOS-AM Mission," C. Scalese and F. Bon:IL ,$yd International
Astronautical Congress, Washlnp,n, DC, August 28-Beptember 51 11192

"Sdentifie Requirements and Mmlon Design: The EOS Eqerlence." C. Scolese and F, Bordi.

44111 Jntemational Astronautical Congress, IAF-93-Jl.3.201, Graz. Austria, October 16 • 22, :1993

"EOS-AMl: The First Spacecraft Jn the Earth Observing System." C. Scalese and F. Bordi.
IAF-114- B.2. m, 45"' International Astronau1ieaJ Cl!Dgl'tSS, Jerusalem, brae!, Oct 9-14, 1994
"EOS-AMl: Current Status." F. Bordi, S. Neeck, and C. Seolese. Proi:eedinp of The lntemalional
Society for Optta and Pbotonlcs, January 1995
"Eartb Remote Sensing Mission Detlgn Process: EOS-AM2, A Case Study," F, Bordi, S. Neeck,
C. Scolese, W. Stoney, R. Taylor, and P, Westmeyer, Presented at tke European Symposium on Sat.ellite
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Remote Sensing n, Parll, France, September 25-28, 1995

31
"EOS-AMl: Project Update." F. Bordi, S. Neeek, and C. Scolese, Proceedinp efThe Interllatlonal
Society for Optics and Photoniu, BelBngham, WA, December 1995
"EOS-AMZ: A Design Update." F, BordJ, S. Neecir, C, Seolese, R. Taylor, and P. Westmeyer. Europto,
Satelllte Relnote Sensma DI, Taormina, Italy, September 19H
"XOS-AMl-1.,..2," F. Bordi, S, Need(, and C, Seolese. Proceedings of The Intematfonal Society for
Optlm and Photonks, Bellingham, WA. December 1!)96
"EOS Follow-on Missions: Near-term." F. BordJ, S. Neeek, C, Scalese, and R. Taylor, Presented at the
European Symposium on Aerospace Remote Sensing, London, United Kingdom, September22-26, 1997
"Fatui:e Mission Concepts for Land Change/ Use Reseaffll." F. BordJ, S. Neeek, C. Seolese, and R.
Taylor. Presented attheEnropean Sympo11.lom on AerospaceReIDote Senamg,
London, United Kingdom, September 22-26, 1997

"EOS-AMI: Launch-lJ Months," S. Neeek, C. S1,10lese, and F, BordL European Symposium on
Ael'O!lpace Remote Sensing m, London, United Kingdom, September 23, 1ffl
"EOS AM: Progre.sa, Plans, and Promise!' F, Bnrdl, C. Scolese, and S. Neeek. IAF,97-B.2.02
4811 International .Astronautical Congress, Tmin, Italy, October 6-10, 1997
"EOS AM*1-'' S. Neeek, C. Seolese, and F, BordL European Symposium OD Remote Sensing,
Barcelona, Spain, September 21, 1lJ98
"The Earth Ohservillg Systenl: Status oft!(eFint Series and EarJy Science InVilStlgations." M. King
and C, Seolese. 37°' Goddard Memorial Symposium, American Astronautical Sodety, Gnenbelt, MD,
March 17, 19lJ9
11
"Early Rautcs from the EOS AM·1 Mission." F. Bordi, S. Neeek, and C. Seolese. 50 International
Astronautlcal Congress, AmJterdam, Netherlands, October 4-8, 1lJlJlJ

"Contribution ofEOS TERllA to Earth Sdenca." F. BordJ, S. Needr. and C. Seolese. European
Symposium on Remote Sensln&, Florence, Italy, September20-24, 1999

"Ovemew of the TERRA Mission." C. Scolese and F. BordL Conference en Sensors, Systems, and Next
Generation Satellites VI (Rs04), Bareelona,.Spaln, September 9, 2000

"An Overview of Earth Si:imee Missions at•the Gilddard Space llliiJlt Center." F. Bonlland C. Seolese.

52"" International .Astnlnaudcal Congras, Toulouse, ll'rauce, October 1-6, 2001

"Message from the Chief Engineer." C. Seolese. ;NASA's AcadlllllY ~ng Knowledge (ASK)
Mapzine,December 21, 2005
"InterYfew with Chris Seolese." C. Scolese. NASA's ASK Magazine, Janual')' 1, 2006

"Message from 1he Chief Engineer-.Risk Management: EnabHngthe New .Age oCExplonition."
C. Scolese. NASA's ASK Magazine, January 12, 2006
"Ml!llllage from Chief Engineer: Defining Enaineering Excellmee." C. Seolese. NASA's ASKMagadllll,
February 8, 2006
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"Message from Chief Engineer: Four Guiding l'rlnclpfes oCTechnkaJ Eiu:ellem:e." C. Seolese.
N,\SA'a ASKMapzlne,February S. 200ii

32
"Me111111ge from the CblefEngineer--Teelmlcal ElleeUenee: Roles and Reaponslbllitles.'' C. Scolese.
NASA's ASK Magazine, February 24, 2006
"Message from the Chief Engineer: Engineering Philosophy." C. Scolese. NASA•s ASKMagazioe,
March 17, 2006
"Message from the Cbiet'Englneen Technical Authority." C. Scolese. NASA's ASK Magazine,
April 4, 2006
"Message from the Chief Engineer: The Technical Excellence lnlUative." C. Scolese. NASA's ASK
Magulne, May 10, 2006
"Messap from the Chief Engineer: Building Systems Engineering Capability,.. C, Scalese.
NASA's ASKMaguine, .June 14, 2006
"Message from the Chief Engineer: A Risk-Based Development Approach." C, Scolese. NASA's ASK
Magazine, .July20, 2006

"Message from the Chief Engineer: Dissenting Opinions." C. Scolese. NASA's ASK Magazine,
August 4, 2006
"Message from the Chief Engineer: Cross-J'mtituflonal Programs and ProJeas." C. Scolese.
NASA'11 ASKMagazlne, August 31, 2006
"Message from the Chief Engineer: Management in a Tedmieal Orpnization.'' C. Seolese.
NASA's ASK Magulne, Auguat 17, 2006
"Message from the Chief Engineer: ne Signlfleaneeoftbe Crew Exploration Vehicle," C. Seolese.
NASA's ASK Magazine, September 20,2006
"Message from the Chief Engineer: ne Embodiment of Elleellence." C. Scolme. NASA'a ASK
Magazine, November 3, 2006
"Message from the Chief Engineer: The lmponanee of Getting Onr Hands fflrty.'' C. Scolese. NASA's
Ask Magazine, January 12, 2007

"Message from the ChiefEnglneer-ProJect Management CbaUeuge 2007-ne Pnija:tManager and
the Cblef'Engtneen A Constructive Relationship," C. Scolese. NASA's ASKM&pline,
February 23, 2807
"ne NASA Mission and the Need for Engineering Elleellence." C. Scolese. Ground Sysfmn
An:ldteetures Workshop Conference, Mareh 29, 2007
"Developing Eni:ineering ExcelJenee for Prognms and ProJem at NASA." C. Scolese. NASA's ASK

Magazine, April 1, 2007
"Message from the ChleCEnglneer: lntrododng NPRs 7120.S and 7123.1." C. Seolese. NASA's Ask

Milpzlne, May 2,, 2007

"The Project Manager and the CbfefEn~eer: A Constl'llctlve Relatfollllhlp.'' C. Scolese.
Goddard Quality Symposium, May 18, 21107
"Message from the Chief Engineer: Teelmic:al Standards... C. Scolese. NASA's Ask Mapzine,
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June 21, 2007

33
"A Solid Foundation for the Future: The Govemaneeand Strategic M1111ageD1ent Handbook."
C. Seolese. NASA•s ASKMagadne, Spring 2007

"Developtug Engineering Es:cellence for Programs and Projects at NASA." C. Scolese. NASA'• ASK
Magazine, Spring 2007

"l>ellf&n and Enafneerlng In a Flat World.'' C. Seolese and J. Hoff.man. The Intemat!onal Journal of
Engfneerlng Edncation (Volume 24, Nnmber2} 2008 ISSN 0949-149X
ApplledSpaee Sptems Engineering. Chapter 1-Bpace Systems Engineering. D. Sddable, C. Scolesc,
M. Ryselikewimch, D. Verma. and Larson. Edited by Larson, Kirkpatrick, Sellers, Tbomas, and
Verma. McGrawBIJl,2009

w.

"Guest Intemew-C111utopher J, Scalese." C. Seolese. ISO FOClD'I-, October 2011
"Proflle--Cllrbt.oper Scoleae-Dlreetor, NASA Goddllnl Space Fllght Ce]\ter." C. Seolese.

Space News, September26,2012

"Esplanatlon of Change Study: Approach and Findings." R. Bitten, D. Emmons, F. Bonll, and
C. Seolese. 2013 Institute of Eleetrlcal and Electronics Engineers Conference, Mareh 2-S, 2013
"E:lplanation of Change Study: Corudderatlom and Implementlltlon Challeqea.'' R. Bltnm,
D. Emmollll, F. Bordi, M, Hart, C. Scolese, and N. Hinnen. 2013 Instltnte ofEledl;ical and Electroniai
Engineers Collference, Ma.-eb 2-8, 2013

"llllprowd Def'mitlon for Use of Risk Matrices lnPl'OJectDevelopment.» C. Scolese. Dls$ertat!on
111bmitml to The Faculty of The School of Engineering and Applied Science of The George Washington
Univeralty, May 18, 2015
"A New Approach to Mlmon Claaification and Buk.Manage,nent for NASA Space FllghtMlsstona."
F. Bordi and C. Seolerle. 2018 International Astronomical Conference, March 3-9, 2018
"Tile Value of tho RfskManagemtmt Process.,. IL Dillon, G. Klein, Jr., E.Rogen, and C. Scolese.
2018 Imtftute ofElectrleaJ and Electronfes Engineers Aeroapace Conference, Mareh 3-!>, 2018
Slp1flcant Presentations and Speeches:

NASA: The Need for Teehnieal E:m:llence, C. Scolese. Invited Lecture State University ofNew York at
Boffalo, Buffalo. New York, Spring 2006
Lessons from Apollo, C. Seolese. Military and.Aerospace Programmable Logie Devices,
Septelllber 25, 2006
Design Engineering Education and Space Ezploradon in a FJatWorfd, C. Sco1eM. Baney Mudd

College, Los Angeles, Callfornla, May 23, 2007
The Project Manager and the ChletEngllleer: A Construetivo Relatiombip. C. Sco1ese. Project
Ma11Bgement ChaUenge2007, Galveston, TX. Febmary 7, 2007
The NASA Mission and tho Need for Engineering Excellenr.e, C. Stolese. Ground S)'Stem Arehiteetnres

Worllshop Conference, March 29,2007
The Project Manager and the QiiefEnglneer: A Constructive Belatlonshfp, C. Scolese. Goddard
Quality SymposimQ, May 18, 2007
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EngfneerinJChallenges for tho NASA Esplorat!on Minion, C. Seolese. NASA, August 21, 2007

34
Eyes on the Earth: Past. Present and Future, C. Scoleae. Association or Aeronauttea amt Astronautics
National Capital Seetlon, January 17, 2008
Keynote·on "Sustainable Space Exploration," C. Scolese. 41°' Robert H. Goddard Memorial
Sympostwn, March 12, 2009
The Importance or ProJeetLeadership at NASA, C. Scolese. NASA, June 26, 2009

Meaaurement in Earth Observing Systems, C. Seolese. Association ror Aeronautics and Amonauttcs,
September 21, 2009
li'leslble Response: Working with Jndustry, Academic, and International Partnen, c. Scolese. NASA,
October 21, 2009
SIii Appleton Lecture: NASA's Plans for lhploringtbe Moon & Man, C. Scolese. gt. Appleton Space
Conferenee, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, December 10. 2009
Grand Challenges and Space Exploration, C, Seolese. Untvenlty ofBuft'alo Amherst Campl!B,
Buffalo, New York. Mardi 10, 2010
Spaee Exploration and Risk, C. Scolese. Space Systems Risk Mana1ement Symposium, April 7, 2010
Design Engineering Edueatton and Space Exploration in e Flat World, C. Seolese. Harvey Mudd
Cellege. Les Angeles, CA, May 23, 2010

Eyes on tile Sun: 2010 Space Weafller Enterprise Forum, C, Seolese. NASA, .June 8, 2010
Eye., on thel!larth: Past, PreseuJ and Future, C. Seolese. Giant Leaps Symposlnm,MlT Draper
Lllboratory, BoJton. MA, .June 10, 201-0

Observlns Earth from Spae: Status, Challenga and Opportunities, C. Scolese. MIT Draper
Laboratory, Bnston, MA, October 21, 2010

NASA Teday: DeJlvering Remlfl, C. Seolese. American Astronomical Sodety3rd WernhervonBl'aun
Memorial Sympoaium 21'1 Century Approaches to the Use and Development of Space, October 27, 2010
Jnvlt.ed Ta~Mlsskm Assurance In a Cost Constrained Enviromnent, C. 'Si:o1ese. 2011 Mission
Assurance Improvement Workshop, May 6, 2011
Commencement Speech to the Graduating aisa of aeveland Bill B.lgb School, C. Seolea.
Cheektowaga, NY, June 25,2011
Keynote; From Ideas to Impact, C. Seolese. .American Astronomical Society 41bWernhervou BrallD
Symposium. October 25, 2011

Faellilate Mission Success through Knowledge Sllarill&, C. Seolese. 2012 Mmlon Asslll'llll&:e
ImproV0111ent Workshop Keynote, May 9, 2012
Presentation on NASA Goddard Space Flight Center MfSllon, C, Scolese. Maryland Department or
Bllldness & EeonomloDevelopment'I Environmental & Energy Sustainment Forum, May 14, 2012
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Presentation on NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Mfsslon, C, ScoJese. Wallops Regional Partner's
Quarterly, June 14, 2012

35
Remarks at '"Aerospaee@Annapolls", C. Seole.1e. NASA Goddard, in partnership with theAIAA
National Capital Section, event at Maeylaud General .Assembly, Febmary 1,2013
Remarks-Landsat 8 and The CriticaJitY ofSustaining Operational Programs to Minimize the Risk of a
Data Gap, C. Si:olrse. USGS-hosted Lanell & Learn on Capitol BJD, Warhhip,n, DC, May 10,2013
Goddard Spaee Flight Center Overview, C, Seolese. American IIISfflate of Aeronautics and
Astronautie.s, September 19, 2013

Address to the Mission Assnrance Improvement Worlmhop, C. Seolese. Misalon Assurance
Improvement Workshop, NASA, May 8, 2014
Address to the 421111 Aerospace Meefulniml Symposium, C. Seolese. 421111 Aerospace Mechanbm
Symposium, May 14, 2014
Presentation-NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Leadmgthe Way: Goddard In FY 15 and Beyond,
C. Seoleae. American Institute or Aeronautlcs and .Astronautlcs National Capitol Section,
October 23, 2014
A Peraonal Perspectlve en the Evolution of Program/Project Management at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, c. Seolese. November 6, 2014
Pmeatatlon-Overvlew of the NASA Prognm/ProJeet Attivltles, C. Scolese. National Academy of
&:fences, Joly 21. 2015
Keynote-Data-Driven MmiaD Success SnpplyCbaln 2016, C. Scolese. Supply Chain Conference
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, Auguat3D, 20l(i
Keynote at theUnivenlty of Southern Callf'ornla (USC) I Unlvenlty of CaUfornla, Los Anadff (UCLA)
Navy Marine mrthday Ball, C. Seolese. USC/UCLA ROTC LosAnples, CA, October 28. 2016
lmprovlng the Use of Risk Matrices at NASA, R. Dillon, G. Klein, Jr., E. Roger,, and C. Seolese. 2017
Institnte ofEleetrical and Electronles Engineers Aerospace Conference, March 4-11, 2017
Remarkit-BfgbJfglrts ofSpaee Sdenee Disciplines, C. Seolese. Space Transportation .Association Luocll,
Septel'llber 8, 2017
Presentations and/or Remarks on NASA Goddard Space Flight CenterMfaion, C, Seofese. Greenbelt
City Cowell & Greenbelt Bnatness Roundtable, multiple occadona-April 23, 2012; Jane 19, 2912;
Febmary 4, 2013; August 24, 2016; and March 29, 2017
Keynoie, Bucks County Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce Lull'.cheon, C. Seolese. December 1, 201'7
Preseutations and/or Remarks on NASA Goddard Space llllght Center Mlaslon, C. Scolese. Maryland
Space Bml.uess Ro1111dtable, multipleoeeaalou-April27, 2012; Septclnber 1',2012; .Joly'J.3, 2013;
September 29, 2014; March 2', 201<i; and July26, 2018
Presentations and/or Remarks Olt Introducing Speaken at the Goddard Memorial Symposlnm, C.
Scoiese. Multiple oceaslomt-March 21-22, 2013; Mardi. 5-6,2014; Mardi 11-12, 2015; March !MO,
2016; March 8-9, 2017; and March 14-15, 2018
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Remarks at Nllflonal Air & Space Museum, Annual Ewnt hosted by Marylaud Buslne11 Roundtable, C.
Scalese. Multiple OCC1111laus-September 19, 2012; September25,2013; September 10, 2014; September
23, 2015; September 21, 201(i; October 4, 2D17; and Octuber 3, 2018

36
Presentation-Fins to Computers, c. Seotese. Cleveland mu mgh School, Cheektowaga, NY,
October 5,2018
Presentation-Discussion of NASA Mhsfons, C. Seolese. State Univendty of New York at Buffalo
Sdlool ofEuglneeriag, Buffalo, NY, October 5, 2018
Conpisfonal Testimony:

NASA•s progress .In managing the cost and aebedule oftl!eAgency•s pro.feds, C. Seo!ese, NASA
Adulinlstrator (Acting). Before the Subcommittee on Space and Aeronautles Committee 011 Science and
Technology, U.S. Bollllll ofRepresentatives, March 51:200!>

Pmldent's Fn010 Budget for NASA, C. Scolese, NASA Admlnfslrator (Acting). Before the
Snbcommlttee on Commeree,JuBlfce, Setence and Related A&endes Committee on Approprfaliou,
U.S. Ho11SeofRepresentatl.ves, April 29, 2009
President'& Fn010 Budget for NASA, C, Scolese, NASAAdmhlistrator (Aetfng). Before th!I U.S. HJ>use
ofllepresmttatlves Committee on Setence a.nil Technology, U.S. llouseofRepnwenta1ives, May 19,201»
President's 1112010 Budget for NASA, C, Scolese, NASA Adm.lnlstrator{Actlng). Before tho Senate
Subcommittee on Science and Space, U.S. Senate, May 21, 2009
President'sllY2010BudgelforNASA,C.Scolese,NASAAdm.lnlatrator(Actlng),Bef'oretheSenato
Snbcommlttee on AppropriatloDSfor CoJllllleree, Jv.,tice,and Setence, U.S. Senate,May 21.2009
Setting New Courses for Polar Weather Satellites and Earth Observations, C. Si:olese, NASAAssodate
Administrator. U.S. House ofRepresentatives Commltteaon Scleuce andTedmology Snbco111111lttee on
JnvesllptlllllB and Oversight, U.S. Honse of Representatlva, July 27, 2010

Polar Weather Satellite Program ProgresJ and Plans, C. Seolese, NASA Associate Admhlistrator. Joint
Hearing Before the Subcommittee 011 Invatigationsand Ovenlght aad Subcommittee on Eneigy and
Elmromnent Committee on Sdence, Space, and Teclmoloo, U.S. House of Representatives,
September 23, 2012

PARTB • QUALIFICATIO~
14. QUALIFICATIONS (DBSCRlBB WBYYOUBEL!EVBYOU ARB QUALlFIEDTO SBRVBASTHB
DJRECTOR OFTHBNATIONALlmCONNAISSANCBOWlCB).
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Throughont my 40 year career, I have been Involved In the acqnisltlo11, developmeat, and test of
eotnplell: systems that have been nsed In anbmarlnea, nuclear sy.stems, missile defensi?t Earth obm'Vatlon
utelllt-, human 1111d rohotle space mlss:lona ln andbeyoad low Earth orbit, data system1, and
eoJllll1UllleatfOllS 8)'8femB, all ofwbleh are mated toaspedll of the National Reeonaafumce Offlee
(NRO) mf.sslon. Farther, I havealgnlfteant experiellco In thoaeqillaltloa, development, ust,and
operation of complexapaeeand ground symms used fly NASA as well as other organl,.atlom. During
my tenure 11t NASA, I bave worked with NOAA, UliGS, USAJ!',NRO, DoD, DOE, eommerdaland
unlvemty orgalll7atlons; my eollaboratfon with each of these organlzatiol:lll p:ruvfded me with ,a!uable
Insights into space acqalsitlon, prognilllm11111lge111en.t, and operations batpradlcea that WOllld be
applicable to the mission ofthe NRO, As a leader of organizatlonsat NASA, I have slgnlffcant
experience ln many areas with dlreet nlevaneeto NRO mission aecomplillhment. Tb.ls lndudes wodi: to
develop new technologies for small and large scale appltcatlorur, from 110mponentt and software that
Improved capabilities, to more complmt CnbeSats aad largo space systems. My etroru havedlredly
com,lbnted to the creation of multiple p,lond systems. Theselndude small, agile ground systems to
large groWld symms that acquire and process data for a diverse 111er eommuuity. My eft'orts Oll large

37
,ground systems include the development and evolution of the Earth Observing Syswn (EOS) Data and
Iuformation Syate111, as well as reeovery and development of the Joint Polar Satelllte System (JPSS}
ground ll)'ltem. Over the last 20 years, I have Jield podtio111 in which I have Ileen n:sponslble for the
oversight and Integration of NASA'• programmatle end tedmlc:aJ efforts ta ensure the 1111eeuafdl
secomplflhment of the Apncy's overall mission, as well as leadhl& the development, design, and
implementation of the nation'• dvll space program, Currently, I have responslbilit.y for sdentlle and
programmatic management olfhe Nation's largest orpnbatlon of combined seientlsts and englneen
foensed on the exploration olEartlt, tlle 10Jar fll'BWllt and the universe. I believe my experience allpa
well with the NRO's mission to develop, acquire, launch and opente our nation's intelllgeni:eaatelllte&
Given tl).e tffimieaJ, aeqalsfflon, and partnenhlp sperience desm'bed above, I believe I have the
tedmkal expertise, substantive lmowledge, and leadenblp ability to serve as the Director ofthe NRO,

PART C • POLITICAL AND FOREIGN .AFFILIATIONS

ts. POLlTICAL ACTIVl'IlBS (LIST ANY MEMBERSHIPS OR OFFICBSHBID IN ORFJNANCIAL

CONTIUBU'IlONS ORSERVICESRENDERBD TO, ANY POLITICAL PAR.TY, BLBCllON
COMMI.TT.BB,POUTIC.41,ACllONCOMMITTBB,OR.INDIVJDUALCANDIDATBDURINGTHE
LASTTEN'l/BARS).

None
16. CANDIDACYFORPUBIJC 0.FFICE (FURNISHDETAILS OP .ANY CANDJDACYFORELBCl'IVE
PUBLIC O'FFICB).

None
17. FOREIGN AFFllJATIONS
(NOTE; QUESTIONS 17AANDB ARB NOT LIMITBDTO RELATIONSHIPS REQUlRING
REGISTRATIONllNDER THE FOREIGN AGENTS .REGISTRA'l'l0l)1 ACI'. QUESTIONS 17A. B, AND C
DO NOT CALLFOR.APOSlTIVERESPONSB IFTHBRBPRBSBNTATIONOR TRANSACTION WAS
AlJTHORIZEDBYTHBUiil:IT.BDSTATBSOOVBRNMBNTINCONNBCTIONWllHYOUROR.YOUR
SPOUSB'SEMPLOYMBNTIN GOVERNMENT SERVICE.)
.
ATIORNBY, ORPOLITI<;:ALIBU!IINBSS CONSULTANT), WITH OR. WITHOUT COMPENSATION,
AFORBIGNGOVERNMBNTORANENTITY q:>NT.ROLLBDBY A FOREIGN OOVBRNMBNT? JP
SO, PLEASE FULLYDBSCRIBE SUCHRBLATI~.

A. HAVE YOU OR YOUR SPOUSBBVE.ll.RBPRESBN'l'ED IN ANY CAPACl'lY (E.O.EMPLOY.BB,

No
B. HAVBANYOFYOUROR YOURSPOUSB'SASSOCIATES~ ,INANYCAPACITY,
WllHOR WITHOUT COMPENSATION, APORBIGNGOVERNMENT OR.ANBNTlTY
CONTROLLED BY AFORBIGN GOVBRNMBNT? IF SO,PLEASEPOLLY DBSOUBB SUCH
RELATIONSHIP.
No
C. DUR.INGTHBPAST TENYF..ARS,HAVB YOU OR YOUR SPOUSB RBCEIVED ANY

COMPENSATIONFROM, ORBEBNlNVOLVEDIN ANY FINANCIAL ORBUSINBSS
TRANSACTIONS WITH, A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT OR.ANYEN'DTY CON'l'.R.OLLBDBY A
FOREIGN OOVERNMBNT? IF SO, P.LBASEPROVIDEDBTAILS.
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No

38
D. HAVEYOUORYOURSPOUSBEVBRREGISTERIIDUNDER.THBFORBIGNAOENTS
REGISTRATION ACI:? lF SO, PI.BASE PROVlDBDBTAILS.
No
18. DBSCRIBBANYLOBBYlNGACTMTYDURINOTHBPASTTENYEAR.S,OTHBR.THANINAN
OEPICIAL U.S. GOVERNMBNTCAPAClTY,lNWHlCHYOU OR YOUR SPOUSBHAVEENOAGBD
FORTHBPURPOSBOFDJREC'lLYORlNDIREC1LYINFLUBNCINGTHEPASSA~DBFBAT,OR
MODIPICATION OFFBDERALLBGISLATION, ORFOR THBPORPOSBOF AFFECTING THB
ADMINISTRATION AND BXECUTION OF FEDERAL LAW ORPUBLICPOLICY.
None

PART D- F'.INANCIAL DISCLOSURE AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST
l!>. DBSCRIBEANYEMPLOYMENT,BUSINBSSRBLATIONSHJP,FINANCIAL TRANSACTION,
INVESTMENT, ASSOCIATION, ORACTMTY (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LlMlT.BD TO, DEALINGS
WITHTHBFBDERAL GOVBRNMBNT ONYOUROWNBEHALFORONBRHALF OF A CLIENT),
WHICH COULD CREATE, OR APPEAR. TO CRBAT.B,A CONFLICT OFINTHRESTJNTHBPOSITION
TOWHICHYOUHAVEBEBNNOMINATED.
None

20. DOYOUINTBNDTOSEVBRALLBUSINESSCONNECTIONSWlTHYOURPRESBNTEMPLOYBR.S,
FIRMS, BUSJNESS ASSOCJAT.BSAND/ORPARTNERSHIPS, OROTHBRORGANIZATIONSINTHB
EVENT THAT YOU ARBCONPJRMEDBYTHE SENATE? IFNOT,PLBASBEXPLAIN.
I have no outside business relationships beyond my official duties as a federal employee.
21. DESCRIBE THBFINANCIALARRANGEMENTS YOUHAVBMADE ORPLANTOMAKB,JPYOU

ARB CONFIRMED, IN CONNECTION WITH SBV.BRANCBFR.OMYOURCURRBNTPOSfflON.
PLBASEINCLUDE SEVERANCE PAY, PENSION BIGHTS, STOCK OPTIONS, DBRBIUtEDINCOMB
ARRANGEMBNTS,AND ANY AND ALLCOMPENSATIONTHATWILLORMIOHTBBRBCBIVBD
INTHB FUTURE AS ARESULT OF YOUR CURRENTBUSlNBSS OR PROFESSIONAL
RBLATIONSHJPS.
NIA
22. DOYOUHAVE ANY PLANS, COMMITMBNTS, ORAGRBBMBNTS TO PURSUE OUTSIDE
EMPLOYMENT, WITH OR WJTHOUTCOMPENSATION,DURINO YOUR.SERVICE WlTHTHE
GOVERNMENT? IF SO, PLEASE PR.OVIDB DBTAJLS,
No
23. ASFARAS CAN BE FORESEEN, STATE YOUR.PLANS AFl'BRCOMPLETINGOOVERNMBNT
SERVICE. PLEASE SPECJJllCALLYDESCRIBE ANY AGRBBMBNTS OR UNDERS'llANDlNGS,
WRITIBNOR UNWRITIBN, CONCBRNJNGBMPLOYMENT AFI'BRLEAVJNOOOVER.NMBNT
SER.VICE. IN PARTICULAR, DESCRlBEANY AGREBMENTS, UNDERSTANDINGS, OR OPTIONS
TO RBTORNTOYOUR CURRENTPOSmON.
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I have no agreements with IIIIY organization or penen for post-pvemment employment. When I leave
government service, I plan to mire and punue an aeademle eareerto share the rmowledge I have
gained with future engineers and leaden.

39
24. IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY 1N GOVERNMENT SER.VICE, DURlNG THEPASTFlVBYEARS OF SUCH
SERVICB,HAVBYOURECBM!DFRQMAPERSONOUTSIDBOFGOVERNMBNTANOFFBllOR
EXPRESSION OFlNTBRBSTTO BMPLOYYOURSBRVICES AFTBR YOULBAVBGOVBRNMENT
SERVICE? IFYBS, PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS.

No
25. IS YOURSPOUSEBMPLOYBD? IFYBS AND THE NATURE OF TH!SEMPLOYMENTISRELATBD
JNANYWAYTOTHEPOSlTIONFORWHICHYOUARBSEEKJNGCONFIRMATION,PLBASB
INDICATE YOURSPOUSB'S EMPLOYER, THE POSITION,ANDTHBLBNGTIIOF TIME THB
POSITION HAS BBENHBLD. IF YOUR SPOUSE'S EMPLOYMENT IS NOTRELATBDTO THB
POSITION TO WiilCHYOUHA.VBBEENNOMINATBD, PLBASB SO STATB.
Spouse Is not employed.
26. LIST BELOW ALL CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, FOUNDATIONS, TRUSTS, OR.OTHBR.

HNTITIBS TOWARD WHICH YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE HA.VB FIDUCIARY OBLIGATIONS ORIN
WHICH YOU OR YOURSPOUSBHAVBBBLDDIRECTORSHIPS OR OTHER.POSITIONS OF TRUST
DURINGTHB PASTFIVB YEARS.

INFORMATION REDACTED

27. UST ALL GIFTSBXCBBDJNG $100INVALUBRBCEIVBDDURINGTimPASTFIVB YBARSBY
YOU, YOURSPQUSB, OR YOURDBPENDENTS. (NOTE: GIFTSRBCBIVEDPROMRBLATIVES
AND G1FTS GIVBNTO You:RSPOUSEORDEPENDBNTNB!IDNOTBBINCLUDBDUNLBSS THE
GIFT WAS GlVENWlTHYOURKNOWLEDGBAND ACQUIBSCBNCBANDYOUHADRBASONTO
BBLIEVETHEGIFTWASGIVBNBBCAUSEOFYOUR.OFFICIALPOSmON.)
Attendance at Robert lL Goddard Memorial Dinner hosted by the National Spare Club and Fonndalfon
In 2014 and2017 (for myself and my wife)
Attendance at American llllltltnte of Aeronautics and .Astro.nantks SpotllghtAward!I Dinner In 2014,
2015, and 2018 (for myself and my wife or dangbter)
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2015 :RobertJ. Collier Trophy Dinner hGSted by the NationalAeronall1lc Assoelatlon for tbeawax-d of
the Comer Trophy to the NASA/JPL Dawn Team (fqrmyself and wife)

40
28, LIST ALL SBCUlUTms, R.BAL PROPER.TY, PARTNERSHIP lNT.ERBSTS, OR OTHER INVESTMENTS
OR.RECBI.VABLBSWTIHACORRENTMARKETVALUB(OR,JFMARKBTVALUEISNOT
ASCBRTAINABIB,BSTIMATBD CURRENTFAIB. VALUB) lNBXCBSS OF $1,000. (NOTE: TBB
lNFORMATIONPROVIDBD INRBSPONSE TO SCHBDULBAOFTHBDISa.OSUREFORMSOF THE
OFFICBOF GOVERNMENTE!'BICS MAYBEINCORPORATBDBYRBFBRENCE,PROVIPBD THAT
CURRENTVALUATIONSAREUSED.)

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

YA11!R

METHOD OF VALUATION

Please see my OGE-Z78e, whteh was completed uslne eurrentval1111tions.
29. LISTAILLOANSOROTHBRJNDBBTBDNBSS(INCLUDINGANYCONTINGBNTLIABJIJTIES)IN
BXCESS OF $10,000. BXCLUDE AMOR.TGAGE ONYOURPBRSONAL JmSIDENCE UNLBSS lTJS
RENT.BI> OUT, AND LOANS SECURBD BY AUTOMOBlLBS, HOUSEHOLD FORN1TIJRE, OR
APPLIANCES. (NO'IB: THElNFORMATION PROVIDED IN RESPONSE TO SCBBDULBCOF THE
DISCLOSURE FORM OFTHBOFFlCE OF GOVBRNMBNTEOOCSMAYBEINCORPORA'l'ED BY
REFERENCE, PROVIDED THAT CONTINGENT lJABILITlBS ARE ALSO INCLUDED.)
NATURE OF OBLIGATION

NAME OF OBLIGBB

AMOUNT

Please see my OGE-278e. Contingent Hablllties are lnduded.
30, AREYOUORYOURSPOUSENOWINDBFAULTONANYLOAN,DBBT,OR.OTHBR.PINANCIAL

OBLIGATION? HA.VB YOU OR. YOURSPOUSBBBBNINDBFAULT ON ANYLOAN,DEBT, OR
OTHBB.FINANCIALOBLIGATIONINTHBPASTTBNYBARS? HAVEYOUORYOURSPOUSB
BVBR:8EBN:REFUSED CRBDITORHAD ALOAN AP.PLICATIONDENJED? IFTHBANSWBR. TO
ANY OF THESE QUSSTIONS IS YBS,PLEASE PROVIDE DETAIL'S.

No

31. LISTTHESPECIFJ.C SOURCES AND AMOUNTS OF ALLINCOMERBCBMID DURINOTHELAST
FIVE YEARS, lNO..UDINO AIL SALARIBS,FBBS,DIVJDENDS,JNTBREST, GIFTS.RENTS,
ROYALTIBS, PATENTS, HONORARTA, AND OTHERITBMS BXCEEDINO $200. (COPIES OFU.S.
INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR THESE YEARS MAY BB SUBSTITIJTED HBRB, BUT THBIR.
SUBMISSION JS NOT REQUIRED,)

'

INFORMATION REDACTED

32. IF ASKED, WILL YOU PROVIDE THE COMMITl'BB WITH COPIBS OF YOUR AND YOURSPOUSB'S
FBDBRALINCOMB TAX RETURNS FOR THEPASTTHRBB'YBARS?
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33. LIST ALLJURISDICTIONSlN WHICH YOU AND YOURSPOUSBFILEANNUALINCOMETAX
RETURNS.

Federal
Commonwealth of Virginia

34. HAVEYOUltFEDBRALORSTATETAXRETURNSmmNTHBStlBJECTOPANAUDlT,
INVESTIGATION, ORINQUIR.Y AT ANYTIMB? lFSO,PLBASBPROVlDBDBTAlLS,INCLUDINO
TBBRBSOLT OF ANY SUCHPROCB!!DING.

No
35, IF YOU ARB AN ATIORNEY, ACCOUNTANT, OR. OTHER.PROFESSIONAL, PLBASB LIST ALL
CLIENTS AND CUSTOMERS WHOMYOUBILim>MORE THAN $200 WOR.THOFSBRVICES
DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS. ALSO, LIST ALL JURISDICTIONS IN WlllCHYOU ARB
LICBNSED TO PRACTICE.

NIA
36. DO YOU INTEND TOPLACBYOUltFINANCIALHOLDINGS AND THOSE OF YOUR SPOUSE AND
DBPBNDENTMBMBBRS OF YOUltIMMBDIATEHOUSBHOLD IN ABL1NDTRUST1 lFYES,
PLBASBFORNISHDBTAll,S, lF NO,Dl!SCRIBB OTHER.ARRANGEMBNTSFOR.AVOJDING ANY
POTENTIAL CONFlJCTS OFINTBREST.
I do not Intend to p]ace any ofJOY or my ,pouse'a flnandal holdlnp In a blind tn18t. Ir an adual or
appaffllt COllfliets of fnterelltll should arl&e, J will collllllt with my Desipated Agency Ethics Offldaland
take appropriate steps to mitigate or ellmlnate 8Df actual or apparent C()Dllfd!I of lnterm&

37, JP APPLICABLE, LIST THE LASTTBIU!B YBARS OF ANNUALFINANCIALmSCLOSURB REPORTS
YOUHAVBBBBNREQUJRBD TO FILE WITHYOUR.AGBNCY,DBPAR.TMBNT, ORBRANCH OF
GOVBRNMBNT. IF ASKBD, WILL YOUPR.OVIDE A COPY OF THBSBRBPOR.TS?

Yes. I have ffled an OGE-278 for tho last 3 years and will provide eopies if requested.

PART E- ETHICAL MATTERS
38. HAVB YOUEVBR.BEENTHB SUBJECI'OF A DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING ORCITBDFOR.A
BRBACHOFBTBICS OR. UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT BY, ORBBBNTHB SUBJECT OF A
COMPLAINT TO, ANY COURT, ADMINISTRATIVBAGENCY, PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION,
DISCIPLINARY COMMlTIBB, OR OTHEllPROFl!SSIONAL GROUP'l JP SO, PI.BASE PROVIDE
DETAILS.

No
39. HAVE YOUEVBR.BBBNINVBSTIOATIID.HBLD,ARRBSTBD, OR'CHARGED BY ANYF.BDBRAL,
STATE, OR.OTHER.LAWBNFORCBMBNT AUTHORITY FOR VIOLATION OF ANYFBDERAL
STATE, COUNTY, ORMUNICIPALLAW,RBOULATION, ORORDINANCB, OTHBR THAN A MINOR
TRAPFICOFFaNSB, OB.NAMED AS A DEFENDANT OROTHBR.WISEIN ANYINDICTMBNTOR
JNFORMATIONRBLATING TO SUCH VIOLATION? lF SO, PLBASBPR.OVIDE DETAILS.
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No

42
40. HAVE YOUEVBRBEBN CONVICI'EDOF ORENTmtBD A PLEA OF GUILTY ORNOLO
.
CONTENDERE TO ANY CRIMINAL VIOLATION OTBBR. 'IHAN A MINOR TRAFFIC OFPBNSE? IP
SO,PLBASBPROVIDEDETAILS,
No

41. ARB YOU PRESENTLY OR.HAVE YOUBVERBBEN A PARTY ININTBRESTIN ANY
ADMJNISl'RATIVE AOBNCYPROCBBDING OR ClVlL LITIGATION? lF SO, PLEASBPROVIDB
DETAJLS.

No
42. HAVEYOUBBENINTB\lVlBWEDORASKEDTOSUPPLYANYlNFORMATIONASAWllNBSSOR

OTHERWISE IN CONNECTIONWITHANY CONGRBSSIONALINVBSTIGATION, FEDERAL, OR
STATE AGEN'CYPROCBBDING, GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION, OR. CRJMINALOR ClVlL
IJTIGATIONIN nm PAST TEN YEARS? IF SO, PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS.
I have not been Interviewed or asked to supply infonnation for Investigations, proceedings of Jitlgatiou
as enumerated in Chis question. As part ofmy official duties as a Federal Employee, I have provided
testlmODY to Congress on multiple ocasionJ. My Congressional testimony from the last 10 years Is
detalled In my response to Question 13 above.
43. HAS ANY BUSINESS OF WlilCHYOU ARE OR WBREAN OFFICER,DIRECTOR, OR PARTNER

BEEN APARTYTO ANY ADMINISTRATIVEAGENCYPROCBEDING OR CRIMJNAL ORCIVJL
LITIGATIONRELBVANTTOTimPOSfflONTOWBICHYOUHAVBBEBNNOMINAT.BD? lFSO,
PLEASBPB,OVIDE DETAil.S. (WITH RESPECT TO A J3USINBSS OFWlilCH YOU ARB OB. WERE
AN OFFICER, YOU NEED ONLY CONSJDBR.PROCEBDINGS AND LITIGATION THAT OCCURRED
WHILE YOU WERE AN OFFICER. OFTHATBUSJNESS.)
No

44. HAVE YOUBVBRBEBNTHE SUBJECT OF ANYJNSPECTORGENBRALINVBSTIGATION? IF SO,
PLEASBPROVIDB DETAILS.
No

PART F-SECORITY INFORMATION
45. HAVEYOUEVBR.BBBNDBNIEDANY SBCURTIY CLBARANCEORACCBSS TO CLASSJFIED
lNFORMATIONFORANYREASON? Jll YES,PLEASBBXPLAIN INDBTAIL.
No
46. HAVEYOUBBBNRBQlJI.RBDTOTAKEAPOLYGRAPHBXAMlNATIONFORANYSBCORl'IY
CLBARANCE OR ACCESS TO CLASSIFmD lNFORMATION? JP YBS, PLBASBEXPLAIN.

Yes, as part ofmy official duties as NASA Chief Engineer and Assodate Administrator.
47. HAVE YOU EVElllUll'USBD TO SUBMIT TO A POLYGRAPHJ3XAMINATION? JP YES, PLEASE

EXPLAIN,
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PART G-ADDfflONAL INFORMATION
48. DESCRJBEINYOUR. OWN WORDS THECONCBPTOF CONGRESSIONALOVERSIGIITOFU.S.
lNTBLLIGBNCBACTIVITmS. lNP.ARTICULAR,CHARACl'ERlZBWHATYOUBELII.WETOBE
TBB OBilGATIONS OF THEDIRECI'OROFTHENA'l'.IONALRECONNAISSANCE OFFICBAND
THE lNTBLLIGBNCE COMMI'ITBBS OF THE CONGRESS, RESPBCTIVELY, 1N THE OVBRSIGHr
PROCESS

Oversight 11nd Independent wessmt111t mgeneral Is necessary for any organization to be S11ccessi'nl and
to validate la benefit to tlte greater communllytltat It serves. C ~ n a l oversight of Intelligence
aetlvltles Is erilklll because the nature of Intelligence actlvfflea and IIYfflllD5 Is not broadly available for
review and serutlny by the public as are otfter programs. Spedftcally, overslgllt la a fnndamental role of
the Cong-ms and, In the Clllle of lntelligenee progralllll, has ~ Invested In the Intelligence committees
to review tlte programs, activltlennd blldpts ofthe National Reconnataanee Office (NRO) as well as
any other matter of interest.

The responsibility ofthe Dir«tor of the NRO la to provide timely and aecarate infonna~ to the
Congress. The Dlreetor of tile NRO has a respollllblllty to keep the Coqress "fully and c:ummtly"
informed of ongoing and planned adivitfes so that Congress ean make fully Informed legislative
recommendations regarding programs, budgm Rl.ld other matters wbleh the committees consider
appl'1lprlate and neeessaey,

49. EXPLAIN YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE RESPONsmn:.rrms OF THB DIRECTOR OFTHB
NATIONALRBCONNAISSANCB OFFICE.
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To quote the effldal responslbllltfB!f: "The Dlnletor of the NBO (D/NRO) Is responsible the Secretary of
Defense (SecDef) lllld Dh'edor ofNational JnteJIJgence (DNI) for all national space and asslped
alrbome reconnaissance aelivitles. The D/NRO provides top-level IIIRD8gelllent direction to the NBO In
reaponse to Sed>ef and DNI reqo:lrements." To me this means fllat the Director Is responsible to
lmplelllent the dlm:tlon and poUdes.ofthe SeeDef and DNI to prov.Ide space and airborne syatems that
are required to support the lnteJIJgenee and difenae needs otthe United States. Importantly, 1111s means
that the D/NRO mun develop• capable workforce, fosterelredl.ve teams md partnenhlpa Internal to
NB,O and among manypartnm that the J.'IIRO supports, aBSUre etl'ectlve management of asslgued
adivilfer, and report to the Congress, DNJ, SecDef, and othen as needed to ena11n1 a common
understanding ofprogn,ss and challenges.
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AFFIRMATION

I, CHR.lSl'OPHER SCOLES&, DO SWEAR THAT 'lllll ANSWl!RS I HAVE PROVIDED TO l1IIS
QUESUONNA'IRE ARE ACCURATE AND COMPLBTB.
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TO TIIE CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE:

In connection with my nomination to be the Director of the National
Reconnaissance Office, I hereby express my willingness to respond to requests to
appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Senate.

SIGNATURE OF CHRISTOPHER SCOLESE
Signature
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON
INTELLIGENCE
UNITED ST ATES SENATE
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Additional Questions for
Dr. Christopher Scolese upon his nomination to be
Director of the National Reconnaissance Office

47
Responsibilities oftlte Director of the National Reconnaissance Offlce

The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) was established as a joint Intelligence
Community (IC) and Department of Defense {DoD) organization to develop,
launch, and operate America's signals, imagery, and communications satellites to
enable its IC mission partners to produce intelligence products for Congress, the
Executive Branch, and the military.

QUESTION 1: What is your understanding of the unique role of the NRO within
the IC?
From my understanding of the publicly available history of the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO), in September 1961, the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) and Department of Defense (DoD) signed the first NRO Charter
that established management arrangements for the National Reconnaissance
Program. This consolidated many of America's national space and aerial
reconnaissance projects under a covert, highly-compartmented National
Reconnaissance Office. In 1992, the U.S. government declassified the "fact of' or
existence of the NRO.
As a member of the Intelligence Community (IC) and as an element of the
DoD, the NRO is organized and managed as a partnership between the Director of
National Intelligence and the Secretary of Defense to meet their overhead
intelligence requirements. The NRO mission is to develop, acquire, launch, and
operate overhead reconnaissance systems and associated ground command and
control, mission management, processing, and communications segments. The
NRO maintains close partnerships across the IC and with defense and space-faring
organizations, such as the National Security Agency, the CIA, the Defense
Intelligence Agency, the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, Air Force
Space Command, U. S. Strategic Command, and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
The NRO supports current operations with existing systems and plays a
critical role in providing global situational awareness, including access to high-risk
and denied areas. Working closely with its mission partners, the NRO provides
policy makers, analysts, and warfighters timely access to high-value, multipleintelligence fusion content. Using NRO data, NRO mission partners produce
intelligence products for the President, Congress, national policy makers, and
warfighters.
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I certainly appreciate and value the criticality of this mission, and if
confirmed, I will work to maintain and further strengthen the NRO's contributions
to the IC, the DoD, and other key partners.
QUESTION 2: What is your understanding of the specific responsibilities of the
Director of the NRO?
My understanding of the responsibilities of the Director of the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO) is to provide direction, guidance, and supervision
over all matters pertaining to the NRO mission to develop, acquire, launch, and
operate overhead reconnaissance systems and associated ground command and
control, mission management, processing, and communications segments.
Accordingly, the Director of the NRO is accountable for the day-to-day
management of the NRO and the execution ofits mission. To accomplish the NRO
mission, the Director is authorized to establish strategic guidance, policy, and
procedures for the execution of the NRO mission and the accomplishment of
National Security Space responsibilities. Additionally, from my review of
Executive Order 12333, as amended, and Department of Defense (DoD) Directive
5105.23, as of29 October 2015, the Director of the NRO executes other authorities
specifically delegated by the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) and Secretary
of Defense (SecDef) and is responsible for:
• Managing and operating the NRO, its program activities, and acquisition of
NRO systems, which includes developing a capable workforce, and fostering
effective teams and partnerships internal to NRO;
• Serving as Principal Advisor to the DNI, SecDef, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, DoD Combatant Commanders, and Secretary of the Air
Force on overhead reconnaissance;
• Delivering intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities; and
information products, services, and tools in coordination with the Functional
Managers, as established by the DNI;
• Maintaining close, integral relationships and partnerships with Intelligence
Community and DoD mission partners; and U.S. government agencies,
departments, and entities with specific responsibility for overhead and space
activities in peacetime and wartime; and
• Sharing responsibility for leading and managing the National Security Space
community.
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QUESTION 3: Have you discussed with Director Coats his specific future
expectations of you, and his future expectations of the NRO as a whole? Ifso,
please describe these expectations.

Yes, I spoke to both the Director ofNational Intelligence (DNI) and the
Principal Deputy Director (PDDNI) about their expectations for the next Director
of the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO). Their strong emphasis was to
ensure continuity of mission, infuse technology (including artificial intelligence),
increase the speed of delivery of data to the user community, and modernize the
architecture. We also discussed the need to support the NRO Cadre with
recruitment and training opportunities.
If confirmed, I look forward to working with the DNI, PDDNI, Secretary of
Defense, and the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence on these initiatives.

QUESTION 4: Please describe any lessons you have drawn from the experiences

of current and former Directors of the NRO.
The most important lessons shared with me were the need to collaborate
with the Intelligence Community and Defense organizations so that the processfrom requirements generation to implementation of systems-can be done
effectively and efficiently. Another lesson is the need to communicate status
updates to partner and sponsor organizations to avoid duplication and ensure a
common understanding of progress and challenges.
NASA Experience

You have served over thirty years - since 1987 - at NASA and, for the last seven
years, as director ofNASA's Goddard Space Center.
QUESTION 5: If confirmed, how would you use your "outsider" perspective to
the benefit of the NRO?

Throughout my career at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), I have been involved in all aspects of space systems development, ground
system design, launch operations, facilities management, and personnel
management. This experience included involvement in the management and
oversight of over 100 space missions in Earth orbit and beyond. These missions
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addressed science, operational, and communication requirements and included all
classes of satellites, from individual instruments on CubeSats to large missions
with integrated constellations. Further, I was responsible for making difficult
decisions on requirements, infusing technology effectively, building strong
partnerships, and communicating progress on activities. Some specific examples
include the redesign of the Earth Observing System and the development of the
Earth Observing System Data and Infonnation System. While the preponderance
of my career has been outside the Intelligence and Defense communities, if
confinned, I believe my unique experiences at NASA directly correlate to the
National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) mission. I will bring innovative
approaches to the NRO mission and leverage best practices to enhance the NRO's
intelligence collection mission, from satellite design through delivery of data to
users.
The NASA and NRO missions are in many ways different, yet they are also
similar. At a fundamental level, we share some of the same industrial base
partners, launch systems, and at times, personnel. NASA missions are designed to
address a specific set of requirements based upon prior scientific discoveries.
Throughout my career, including in my current position as the Director of the
Goddard Space Flight Center, I have sought to apply state-of-the-art technologies,
combined with capabilities from industry, academia, and industrial partners, to
ensure the most efficient use of resources to meet the NASA mission. Similarly,
the NRO is responsive to intelligence requirements, and the fundamental principles
of space system design and acquisition from my experience at NASA would also
apply.

If confinned, I believe that all of these experiences will benefit the NRO and
will provide different perspectives and approaches to accomplishing the mission.
QUESTION 6: If confinned, how would you seek to overcome challenges
presented by your lack ofIC experience?
I have deep expertise in developing and acquiring space systems at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) that is directly relevant to
the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) mission, and I have served as an
advisor on NRO programs. Similar to the mission of the NRO to support
intelligence requirements, NASA and the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) are
charged with developing space and ground systems that are responsive to the user
communities' requirements. To this end, GSFC and NRO use the same
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components, vendors, and in some cases, systems, to accomplish their respective
missions. NASA, GSFC, and the NRO often participate in common activities,
such as the Space Collaboration Council, the Joint Missions Assurance Council,
the Space Quality Improvement Council, and the Mission Assurance Improvement
Workshop, all of which are intended to improve our performance and assure
communication among the agencies and industry about common concerns and best
practices.
Further, we work together in areas of critical importance, such as setting
common standards for launch vehicles and looking at future capabilities. One
example of this is the recent "Science and Technology Partnership Open Forum:
Information Exchange for Market Analysis of Commercial In-Space Assembly
Activities." The purpose of such joint forums is to coordinate efforts, especially in
the areas of cutting edge technology, to achieve common goals more efficiently
than could be accomplished by one organization alone. Often these activities result
in community standards or new capabilities that improve reliability and resiliency.
QUESTION 7: As head of Goddard, you are responsible for many of NASA's

major acquisition programs, to include the James Webb Space Telescope. In the
most recent spending bill, Congress criticized NASA for "mismanagement,
complete lack of careful oversight, and overall poor basic workmanship" on the
James Webb Space Telescope. This project, whose costs have increased from $1
billion to nearly $9 billion, will be nearly a decade late when it finally launches in
2021.

Given NASA Goddard's struggle to keep the James Webb Space
Telescope on schedule and on budget, what assurances can you provide to us that
you have the management expertise to prevent similar cost and schedule overruns
with NRG-managed acquisitions?
First, allow me to provide some context on the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST) mission. JWST represents a once-in-a-generation mission
designed to accomplish complex scientific objectives that have been elusive for
over three decades. At JWST's outset, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) readily acknowledged that it was necessary to invent 10
new technologies to meet the demanding performance specifications necessary to
accomplish the requirements. As an example, JWST must operate at temperatures
of -387. 7 degrees Fahrenheit (or 40 Kelvin), use a 6.5-meter diameter segmented
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mirror, and be located more than 1 million miles from Earth. By comparison,
JWST is expected to perform more than 100 times better than the Hubble.
While serving as the NASA Associate Administrator in 2009, I initiated a
wide-scale review to address the technical, funding, and contractual items that
were complicating several NASA missions. This review was called the
"Explanation of Change," and it evaluated several past missions to determine the
causes of issues and reviewed lessons learned from the Government Accountability
Office and the NASA Inspector General reports, as well as past studies of space
system development. Nine factors were identified as part of this review. Because
JWST was initiated before this study was completed, it adopted the relevant
aspects of these guidelines during its replan in the 2010-2011 timeframe. As a
result, from 2011 until 2017, the JWST program performed within cost and
schedule; the recent program challenges are primarily related to unanticipated
manufacturing issues. These guidelines were applied to other Goddard Space
Flight Center programs at their initiation and have been adopted as a best practice.
As a result, nine of the last 12 missions developed by Goddard were delivered at,
or below, the agreed to cost target. These guidelines are still in use today and have
been adopted by other space acquisition organizations.
If confirmed, I will bring my experience in mission development, evaluation,
and replanning to the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) and will seek to
apply these acquisition best practices and lessons learned to NRO acquisitions.
Additionally, if confirmed, I will provide programmatic updates to Executive and
Legislative Branch oversight committees as needed to ensure an informed dialogue
and to allow for timely programmatic adjustments, before cost and schedule are
impacted.

QUESTION 8: What lessons have you learned from your experiences managing
Goddard's acquisition of the James Webb Space Telescope that you could apply to

theNRO?
I learned many invaluable lessons from my time on the James Webb Space
Telescope project, among the most notable, and likely to be applicable to the
National Reconnaissance Office mission, include:
• Increase investments in research and development for new technologies to
achieve a reasonable maturity level before establishing as a "program of
record";
• Solidify and document requirements;
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• Conduct a Joint Confidence Level-based estimate prior to approving the
program and ensure the estimate accounts for development risks;
• Establish the program budget commensurate with cost and schedule risk and
secure the proper funding profile; and
• Hold independent program reviews at critical milestones.

QUESTION 9: Goddard recently proposed changes to the Wide Field Infrared
Survey Telescope (WFIRST) mission intended to reduce the spacecraft's projected
cost and address issues about the technical maturity and risk of some elements. If
confirmed, how would you apply lessons learned from your experience with the
WFIRST mission to the NRO?
The most valuable lesson I learned from my experience with the Wide Field
Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) mission was the importance of clear and
stable requirements. The WFIRST program adopted the guidelines that I
developed as Chief Engineer that have allowed recent missions to perform at, or
better than, expectations in terms of cost and schedule. The most important
guidelines are to ensure that the requirements are clear and stable, risks to
development are understood, and budgets are consistent with the requirements. The
WFIRST program correctly identified that the budget profile and the technical
requirements were not in alignment. To address this, I facilitated a review of the
goals of the mission, which is still ongoing. If confirmed, I will bring this critical
look at all aspects of program development to the National Reconnaissance Office
(NRO) to determine if and when adjustments need to be made to ensure the NRO
meets the needs of the user community.

QUESTION 10: A few months ago, NASA launched a number of CubeSats on a
Rocket Lab rocket designed specifically for small payloads. Likewise, NRO has
begun to embrace small satellites and is looking at small launch solutions. If
confirmed, what would you do to help NRO continue along this path?
CubeSats, small, and medium satellites can provide a range of benefits, from
quickly testing and space-qualifying technologies, to meeting or enhancing mission
requirements. I also think that a mix of small, medium, and large satellites
provides an increased capability to best meet the mission, allows for greater
innovation, optimizes the architecture, and achieves resiliency. If confirmed, I
would ensure that the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) is weighing all
architecture options against mission needs, recognizing that at times, requirements
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may best be met using hybrid architectures comprised of both larger and smaller
satellites.
From my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), mission requirements and physics largely drive the size of a satellite,
telescope, or constellations of satellites. At Goddard I championed the use of
CubeSats and small satellites. I supported the development of miniaturized
instruments for use on CubeSats, identified missions best suited for small satellites,
and modified policies to address the unique aspects of small satellites and
CubeSats. The ability to manifest CubeSats and small satellites on a variety of
launch platforms, along with their lower cost compared to larger satellites, has
afforded the opportunity to more quickly space qualify technologies, train
scientists and engineers, and allow for constellations of satellites. More recently,
the combination of miniaturized instruments with CubeSats and the greater variety
of launch platforms has demonstrated the ability to accomplish significant
scientific goals.
Additionally, at the NASA Goddard Wallops Flight Facility, NASA
personnel work closely with National Science Foundation-sponsored researchers to
develop, manifest, and track nanosats and CubeSats for educational and outreach
activities. These activities accomplish science goals while demonstrating new
technologies and training the next generation of scientists and engineers. Further,
NASA continues to work with the NRO on small satellite launches from Wallops.
QUESTION 11: NASA has many programs with new graduates and new ideas.
This same pipeline has evaded the NRO for decades. How will you encourage a
new generation of talent to embrace the NRO?

From my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), talent recruitment and workforce development are fundamental to the
success of any organization. It is critical for a highly technical space agency to
recruit and retain science, technology, engineering, arts, and math (STEAM)
expertise. During my tenure at Goddard, I actively partnered with professional
societies, high schools, colleges, and universities to educate students on the NASA
mission and encourage students to pursue STEAM fields with an eye towards
NASA and Goddard as ideal places to utilize their talent. I also encouraged
Goddard personnel to visit schools and talk with students and faculty, championed
partnerships with professional societies, and provided rewarding opportunities for
interns. All of these activities, across all fields from administration to science
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PhDs - have resulted in a highly motivated and innovative workforce at NASA
Goddard. Because of my dedication to inspiring and educating the next generation
of explorers, I have worked to develop relationships with minority and
underrepresented institutions. I have developed a strong recruitment program at
Goddard that draws from an extremely diverse population and significantly leads
NASA in minority intern recruitment. These efforts have ensured a healthy Center
pipeline of students engaged in multi-year programs leading to potential
employment. As a result of my leadership focus on personnel engagement, the
Goddard Space Flight Center has been rated as one of the best NASA workplaces
for the last two years, according to the annual Best Places to Work in the Federal
Government rankings. In addition, NASA has been ranked the best place to work
in the federal government for the last seven years.
If confirmed, workforce management will be a priority for me as the
National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) Director. As I learn more about NRO's
talent recruitment and workforce development initiatives, I will seek to incorporate
best practices from my NASA experience at the NRO.

QUESTION 12: At NASA, you have been a proponent of inserting cutting-edge
commercial technology into programs. Although it is improving, the NRO has, at
times, been slow to adapt to ongoing changes and potential applications of
commercial space and related technologies.
Please describe some successes you have had at NASA in adopting commercial
solutions.
I have a strong record of using commercially available components and
systems, and if confirmed, I will continue to encourage their use, where
appropriate. I believe it's the responsibility of any government agency to buy
commercially available products and services when they meet the requirements
and are available.
At the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), we have
seen that spacecraft buses for many applications are commercially available and
can perform with little to no modification to meet mission requirements. As a
result, at Goddard, we implemented the Rapid Spacecraft Development Office to
acquire fixed-price commercially available spacecraft buses. This allowed NASA
to focus on the unique areas that required significant technology development to
meet the mission's requirements. The results have been successful, from the first
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mission that supported the Earth Observation System-QuikScat-to the most
recent science mission-the Fermi astrophysics observatory-in terms of both
mission performance and cost. In addition, this philosophy has helped missions for
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) that serve the
operational community. For instance, the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting
Partnership mission used a commercially available bus to rapidly address and
prevent a gap in weather observations. NOAA and the U.S. Geologic Survey now
rely on commercially available buses for operational weather and land imaging
satellites.
NASA also worked with commercial providers for data on weather and land
imaging to provide or enhance data sets. An example is the Sea-Viewing Wide
Field-of-View Sensor (SeaWiFS) project that employed a data-buy arrangement
where a commercially developed system acquired measurements of the ocean for
commercial and scientific customers at a lower cost than if either party developed
the system alone.
QUESTION 13: Do you see a path forward at NRO to inject some new
technologies and adapt more toward commercial solutions?

Yes. To provide innovative overhead systems, the National Reconnaissance
Office (NRO) must constantly work to iaject new technologies into programs and
leverage the latest technologies into space and ground systems to stay ahead of our
adversaries in terms of capability and resiliency.
Based on my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), this is best accomplished by developing a technology
pipeline, maintaining awareness of other organizations' developments, and
adapting the architecture(s) to be flexible to allow for rapid technology insertion.
Commercial or other partner capabilities can enhance or replace existing systems.
Common data standards and interfaces can increase industry participation to more
efficiently meet mission requirements.
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NRO Missions and Capabilities

QUESTION 14: The NRO's primary mission is to procure, build, and deliver
world-class satellites. If confirmed, how would you prioritize NRO's missions and
capabilities?

If confirmed, my priorities for the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO)
would be focused on meeting the requirements oflntelligence Community and
Department of Defense customers.

Based on my one-on-one meetings with Senators from this committee, as
well as drawing on the conversations with both the Director ofNational
Intelligence and Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence, I would seek to
increase the speed at which data is delivered to users, increase the ability to insert
new technology, and upgrade systems, while maintaining the high degree of
reliability and data integrity expected ofNRO systems.
QUESTION 15: If confirmed, what steps will you take to improve the

information-sharing, integration, coordination, and collaboration between NRO
and the other IC agencies, in particular the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (NGA) and DoD?
Throughout my 32-year career at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, I've partnered with, and worked across, a diverse community of
agencies, scientists, engineers, and analysts, with a disparate set of requirements.
This experience has instilled in me a strong belief in the value of building and
sustaining partnerships with customers and communicating regularly on the status
and future direction of programs. I have managed multifaceted partnerships with
agencies including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S.
Geologic Survey, the Department of Defense, the National Reconnaissance Office
(NRO), and international organizations to meet shared requirements and priorities.
Consequently, I place a priority on listening to partners' needs throughout the
conception, development, and operation of a system(s) and communicating
progress so that adjustments can be made to ensure operational performance
satisfies user needs within technical, cost, and schedule constraints.
If confirmed, I look forward to receiving in-depth briefings on the NRO's
current relationships with Intelligence, Defense, and other partners, and look
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forward to building strong, cooperative relationships to ensure the NRO continues
to provide critical intelligence to support policymakers, analysts and warfighters.
QUESTION 16: If confirmed, how will you ensure that the tasking ofNRO
resources and personnel to support DoD does not negatively impact its ability to
support other mission partners and to fulfill NRO's core missions and capabilities?

The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) has a responsibility to serve the
needs of users across the Intelligence Community (IC) and the Department of
Defense (DoD), and since the NRO was established in 1961, it has been supporting
various users and mission priorities across both communities. I have demonstrated
experience at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
supporting diverse customer sets across varied missions that is not unlike the
diverse set of customers supported by the NRO. If confirmed, my NASA
experience will enable me to work effectively with IC and DoD customers. It will
be a priority for me to ensure that NRO continues to fulfill and deliver its core
missions and capabilities.
QUESTION 17: If confirmed, how would you partner with private industry to

accomplish NRO's missions?
From my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), I know a strong partnership with private industry is necessary to
accomplish the mission. Mission development is a team effort between
government and private industry, and all team members are critical to success.
Private industry typically has the personnel, tools, and facilities to conduct
large scale developments and the ability to manufacture multiple copies of systems
very effectively. Further, as commercial demand for products increases, the
private sector can offer solutions that augment or replace existing systems, thus
allowing the government to enhance capability or focus on new capabilities. Also,
in many cases, private industry can infuse technology or implement processes at a
more rapid rate.
From my NASA perspective, and from what I understand is the National
Reconnaissance Office's perspective as well, the government has a broader and
longer-term perspective than private industry. The government has the advantage
of historical perspective based on long-term knowledge of system capabilities and
evolution, of observing the performance and capabilities of multiple suppliers, and
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of knowing what capabilities may be needed in the future. Also, the government
can often invest in very early stage technologies through universities and
government labs that have long-term potential to enhance capabilities for both
government needs and commercial applications.
This creates an opportunity for teamwork between government and industry
where industry can build the systems, provide commercial alternatives, and infuse
technologies, while the government can focus on mission performance, continuity
of operations, and maturing very new technologies that may not have a
commercially viable payoff at this time, but could significantly improve the
mission.
I believe that neither the government nor the commercial sector alone can
maintain the level of performance needed to keep the U.S. competitive in space,
given the ambitions of our adversaries, so partnership with private industry is not
only beneficial, but necessary.
QUESTION 18: In familiarizing yourself with NRO's existing vision and
architectures, what are your thoughts about what you have seen in the organization,
in light of the massive shifts in the threat and the continued vibrant growth in the
commercial sector in the U.S. and globally?

Based on my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), I recognize that there is a significant and growing threat
to our space and ground systems. From what I have seen so far, the National
Reconnaissance Office, like NASA, takes these threats very seriously and is
making systems more resilient through design and operation, and by relying on
multiple types of systems to assure the continuity of data.
If confirmed, I look forward to receiving more detailed briefings on this
matter.
QUESTION 19: Please describe your views on NRO's role with regard to

enabling artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning.
It is very clear that artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly becoming more
capable, and as we move to more diversified and proliferated sources of
information, we will need to leverage AI to accomplish the mission. If confirmed,
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I would seek to work with industry and academia to maximize their potential to
support the incorporation of AI technologies into the National Reconnaissance
Office (NRO) mission, in areas such as ground architecture and tipping and cueing
across the constellation.
Based on my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), AI, if implemented successfully, is a multiplier that
enables assessment of large volumes of data not easily done by humans, speeds the
delivery of information to the end user, and can help increase system robustness.
Leveraging AI is critical to maximizing collection platforms to solve complex
intelligence problems. If confirmed, I look forward to partnering across the
Intelligence Community and Department of Defense to develop and apply AI
technology to the NRO mission.
QUESTION 20: There have been concept of operations (CONOPS) discussions
suggesting that NRO may not save all mission data from future collection
platforms. Given the downward trend in the costs of commercial storage capacity
and the important role of having massive quantities of data supporting AI
algorithms, what are your views on deleting data that may not seem to have
mission value?

It is critical to save mission data to enable discovery and to train artificial
intelligence (AI) algorithms. It is my experience that although storage costs are
trending down, the growth of data tends to offset this trend. My experience at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has shown me that it is
critical to maintain a combination of data and algorithms that enables a trade
between data storage and processing capability to manage costs.

It is my understanding that the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) is
also evolving its ground systems to support a data-centric architecture, which I
believe will enable effective data management strategies, such as tiered data
storage, minimized duplication of records, and facilitated data sharing across the
Intelligence Community and Department of Defense.
If confirmed, I will work with NRO mission partners to develop data
retention strategies that provide the best intelligence determination opportunities.
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QUESTION 21: In recent years, there have been orders of magnitude growth in
tipping and cueing between overhead satellites. Both NGA and NRO separately
employ teams of specialized personnel to develop mission-based models to enable
collection orchestration. How would you work to ensure an integrated approach to
maximize the value of these low density, high demand personnel?
From my understanding, the National Reconnaissance Office {NRO) is
focused on developing models, in coordination with the National Security Agency
(NSA) and the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), to enable
automation across its overhead collection architecture to include geospatial and
signals intelligence. Also, Intelligence Community (IC) elements, such as NSA
and NGA, need to develop analytic models to analyze data from multiple sources,
including data from NRO systems, and identify trends and intelligence gaps. If
confirmed, I would work with IC partners, such as NSA and NGA, to ensure NROdeveloped mission models are leveraged across the IC to maximize their value.
QUESTION 22: Current NRO Director Betty Sapp has said that although NRO is
still innovative and agile, the agency does not have the "same level of risk
tolerance or the processes that support a lot of going fast" that it once did. Do you
agree, and if so, if confirmed, what would you do to bring the risk-taking and
"going fast" culture back to NRO in a way that would also preserve appropriate
oversight and accountability?
The National Reconnaissance Office {NRO), under Ms. Sapp and her
predecessors, has had a successful and admirable record that, if confirmed, I hope
to continue. However, having been involved in government acquisition for a very
long time, it is clear to me that we need to explore new ways to streamline our
processes to increase the speed of development and improve performance, without
compromising the mission or increasing cost risk.
We have a responsibility to infuse the latest technology into our programs to
stay ahead of our adversaries and to ensure that we are providing the needed data
quickly and efficiently. However, this requires that we all understand and accept
the risks. This is not always easy to accomplish and can only be accepted if the
systems allow for the flexibility to distribute risk so that no one system or data
product is vulnerable to catastrophic loss. New launch capabilities, commercial
capabilities, and acquisition approaches all lend themselves to providing the tools
to allow a "going fast" culture with reasonable risk.
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Over the last 20 years, I have held positions in which I was responsible for
program oversight and for reporting progress to Congress and other organizations.
I have found that regular reporting ensures oversight is fully and currently
informed on the status of programs and acceptable levels of risk to support a
"going fast" culture. Only by engaging with oversight can we assure Congress that
we are managing risk while meeting mission requirements. Therefore, I believe
that communicating with Congress on a regular and continuing basis enables us to
increase the pace at which we address the threats we face in space, prevent acts of
aggression, and remain consistent with American laws and values while managing
risk.
QUESTION 23: One ofNRO's top priorities is mission resiliency and
survivability- not just the survivability of the spacecraft, but also of
communications lines and of processing facilities. If confirmed, would you view
mission resiliency and survivability as a top priority?

Yes, if confirmed, I would view mission resiliency and survivability as a top
priority.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) operates or
develops critical systems for communicating with our astronauts, collecting and
distributing data from our satellites, and providing critical data about our weather
and resources. Many of these systems are developed or operated by Goddard. As
a result, I have worked closely with other agencies to ensure the safety of these
systems and to provide resiliency where and when possible. I have directed
changes to our space and ground systems--existing and future--to reduce
susceptibility to attack and provide protection for our spacecraft.
QUESTION 24: NRO needs not only to acquire space systems but also to ensure
that the intelligence collected in space can quickly get to a user - whether an
analyst, policymaker, or military user at the tactical edge. The boundary between
space and ground blurs more and more, as we seek to perform more processing
onboard spacecraft. How do you see the relationship between NRO and NGA
adapting to meet these conditions?

From my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), working with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the
National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) needs data to be delivered to the user as
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soon as possible. At NASA, we have implemented and experimented with direct
downlink and direct broadcast to the user in the field. By "data," I mean direct
measurements from the sensor that yields imagery or physical products. As ground
processing capabilities have improved, data and information access has also
improved, and we expect this trend to continue. Finally, from my NASA
experience, it has become clear that data from multiple platforms is necessary to
produce the products needed by the user, so that any solution requires a
combination of space and ground assets.
As the NRO evolves its capabilities to meet new threats-such as support to
Department of Defense (DoD) multi-domain operations to defeat near-peer
adversaries in contested environments-I believe the NRO will need to work with
its Intelligence Community (IC) and DoD mission partners to augment existing
processes with new operational concepts and architectures.
If confirmed, I would work to further enhance the relationship between the
NRO and its IC and DoD partners to include the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency. In a world where the lines between space and ground are blurring, it is
even more critical to collaborate among agencies to ensure timely data delivery to
users.

QUESTION 25: As it relates to the procurement of commercial imagery data,
NRO and NGA Directors agreed in 2017 to transfer the Enhanced View contract to
NRO. Going forward, NRO will procure pixels, and NGA is responsible for
developing or procuring value-added algorithms and data services. What are your
views about this division of labor, and what are your views about the importance of
procuring commercial remote sensing data such as Enhanced View?
Based on my experience working with the U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) on
Landsat, I believe that this is a logical and effective division of responsibilities.
For Landsat, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) develops
the sensor and satellite, and provides that data to USGS to develop and procure
value-added algorithms and data services.
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QUESTION 26: Now that commercial industry processes satellite data in the
cloud, NGA is requesting that NRO deliver unprocessed pixels directly to the
Commercial Cloud Services (C2S) cloud for processing and dissemination. If
confirmed, would you embrace commercial best practices, such as this?

Yes. I agree that C2S represents an opportunity that should be pursued, and I
think that government organizations like the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) should
employ commercial best practices when they do not compromise the mission.
QUESTION 27: NRO is focusing on traditional spacecraft as well as new "small"

space entrants. Less expensive commercial launch options have democratized
access to space.
a. If confirmed, how would you plan to leverage commercial launch and use

less expensive launch options to allow for more risk and more rapid
replenishment of satellites?
I believe it's the responsibility of any government agency to buy
commercially available products and services when they meet the
requirements and are available.
There is a growing number of commercially available launch
providers, both small and large, and if confirmed, I have every intention
ofleveraging the commercially available options to launch National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO) payloads when that is the right solution
for the mission.
Fortunately, I have been involved with the NRO and Department of
Defense in the utilization of both new and smaller entrants into the
launch vehicle market, as both a joint user of the service and as a
provider of range support at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Goddard Wallops Flight facility.
b. What are your views about the need for "on demand" launch and "on the
shelf' satellites to potentially re-establish capacity in a wartime scenario?
I am supportive of both capabilities and, if confirmed, look forward to
being briefed on the National Reconnaissance Office's plans for
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implementing these capabilities. In my role at the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, I have experienced the benefits of off-theshelf components and how they can accelerate mission delivery.

c. If confirmed, how would you plan to balance spending and missions for
both of these dimensions of the space architecture?

If confirmed, I look forward to being briefed on current plans for
implementing "on demand" launch and "on-the-shelf' capabilities for the
variety of missions the National Reconnaissance Office conducts.

d. Do you believe that smaller satellites can begin to take on portions of
missions that today's larger, more expensive satellites provide?
Yes, smaller satellites have a role in the future and can enhance the
architecture or offload the mission requirements for larger satellites,
taking into account the relevant physics of the user requirement. A mix
of large and small satellites will provide complementary capabilities that
address the full range of user requirements, while also enhancing
resiliency.

e. What roles do you see small satellites playing in architecture?
I see great potential for small satellites in the future architecture of the
National Reconnaissance Office (NRO). The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and Goddard Space Flight Center have used small
satellites for missions ranging from education and technology
demonstrations to science mission enabling. Satellite size is determined
by a variety of factors that must be balanced, so I anticipate a diverse
architecture employing all scales of spacecraft, with a growing reliance
on small satellites as sensors are miniaturized, launch costs decrease,
launch opportunities increase, and constellations become feasible. If
confirmed, I look forward to understanding which NRO requirements can
be satisfied with smaller satellite constellations.
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QUESTION 28: Currently, large aerospace prime contractors dominate the

contract landscape. This reliance on classic primes limits the flow of new ideas
into the NRO acquisition cycle. If confirmed, what are your plans to allow "new"
space entrants easier access to NRO contract vehicles?
As the variety of launch capabilities has increased, it has become easier to
develop a full range of payloads, from small to large, which expands the design
options for space systems. This includes a full range of system sizes, from small
satellites, to large systems, to constellations of satellites, based on mission
requirements. As the design options increase, so do opportunities for new entrants
with new ideas, capabilities, and systems. At the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, we have explored multiple ways to do this by using "off-theshelf," commercially available spacecraft and by purchasing commercial services.
If confirmed, I will seek to best adapt these concepts to the National
Reconnaissance Office mission.
QUESTION 29: What are your views concerning NRO's capabilities, and what is
your assessment of the steps that have been taken to date to improve those
capabilities?

I have been involved in the review of some of the National Reconnaissance
Office's (NRO's) systems and in community sponsored events involving the
industrial base and research opportunities. As a result, I am impressed with what I
have seen and believe that NRO is working to improve its capabilities.
QUESTION 30: If confirmed, what additional steps would you pursue to improve

intelligence collection and what benchmarks would you use to judge the success of
future collection efforts by NRO?
As part of the confinnation process, I have had office calls with several
members of this committee. Several themes emerged from these office calls,
including the need to increase the speed of data delivery to the user community;
the need to increase the pace of technology infusion; and the need to increase the
use of commercially available systems to enhance or replace existing systems, all
while ensuring the continuity of critical data available from National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO) systems. Further, it has been emphasized, and it is
critical, that we maintain a highly capable workforce that can achieve the NRO
mission and that recruitment will be critical to bring in new thoughts and future
leaders.
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QUESTION 31: The Office of Director ofNational Intelligence IC IT Enterprise

(IC ITE) C2S cloud provides the IC with an opportunity to enhance mission
capabilities as well as offloading commodity capabilities, such as elastic
compute/processing. What are your views on the role of the cloud as it relates to
NRO capabilities?
I believe that cloud services offer an opportunity to reduce the cost of
processing, enhance data distribution, and provide a more secure environment if
implemented properly. C2S allows users to obtain computing resources more
efficiently and only pay for the resources that are used. These resources can
increase and decrease as demand changes, especially important in any dynamic
environment.
QUESTION 32: The commercial cloud soon will deliver new capabilities such as
"ground station as a service" that receives directly downlinked data globally and
will make processed data accessible within seconds. If confirmed, would you be
willing to embrace disruptive technologies such as this?

If confirmed, I will not shy away from investigating disruptive technologies
if they enable the National Reconnaissance Office to better accomplish its mission.
Space Force

On February 19, 2019, President Trump signed Space Policy Directive-4 (SPD-4 ),
directing the Secretary of Defense to craft a legislative proposal to establish a
Space Force as a sixth military department of the Armed Forces within the U.S.
Air Force. The proposal also excludes NRO or other non-military space
organizations.
QUESTION 33: What are you views of the Space Force?

I support Space Policy Directive-4. Space provides a global strategic
advantage to the United States, and increasingly our adversaries are seeking to
deny that advantage. The Executive Branch proposal to establish a U.S. Space
Force will ensure the United States has an organization dedicated to the unique
warfighting requirements for enhanced defense against an increasingly contested
space domain.
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QUESTION 34: If confirmed, would you support moving NRO from its current
position within the IC to the Space Force?

No. The Administration's proposal does not include the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO) in the Space Force. One of the guiding principles in
the standup of the Space Force is to minimize risk to mission. The NRO is on the
cusp of delivering key capabilities that will bring more data to support both the
Intelligence Community (IC) and our warfighters. As directed in SPD-4, the IC
and Department of Defense will be developing mechanisms to deepen space
collaboration and integration efforts to increase effectiveness in space operations.
QUESTION 35: If confirmed, would you support combining NRO and the
Department of Defense's new Space Development Agency (SDA)? lfnot, how
would you as NRO director plan to collaborate and coordinate with the SDA?

No. At this time, the newly established Space Development Agency (SDA)
is in the process of standing up. From my understanding of recent guidance from
the Acting Secretary of Defense, there will be opportunities for cooperation that
benefit both the National Reconnaissance Office and SDA. If confirmed, I look
forward to working with the SDA and other agencies to identify areas of
cooperation in the space systems development domain.
QUESTION 36: If confirmed, what do you see as some of the significant

challenges to harmonizing and aligning how the NRO and the Space Force could
work together and take advantage of their respective capabilities?
A U.S. Space Force will help ensure that the United States has an
organization dedicated to the unique warfighting requirements to defend against an
increasingly contested space domain. If confirmed, under my leadership, I expect
the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) to work with the Space Force just as it
has worked with the U.S. Air Force in fulfilling the Air Force's responsibility to
organize, train, and equip military forces for the joint force and to assess
opportunities for advancing our shared mission interests. The NRO will be a
participant in the Space Policy Directive-4 directed study to identify mechanisms
to increase unity of effrn;t between the Intelligence Community and Department of
Defense.
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QUESTION 37: If confirmed, how would you support the 180-day study required
by SPD-4 that will detail progress and plans to create and enhance mechanisms for
collaboration across the DoD and IC?

If confirmed, I will seek to provide input into the 180-day study to ensure
the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) mission continues to support
Intelligence Community and Department of Defense (DoD) requirements. I
believe it is important to build upon the strong foundation of cooperation between
the NRO and DoD space elements in areas such as acquisition, planning, and
operations that exists today.

Congressional Intelligence Committees
QUESTION 38: What is your understanding of the Director ofNRO's obligations
to keep congressional intelligence committees fully and currently informed?

If confirmed as the Director of the National Reconnaissance Office, I assure
you that I will continue to abide by the responsibility to provide timely and
accurate information to Congress.

QUESTION 39: Please assess, based on your observations and understanding of
the relationship between NRO and Congress, how well NRO is working with
Congress and, specifically, with the congressional intelligence committees.

a. What information should NRO share with Congress?
Over the last 20 years, I have held positions in which I was responsible
for program oversight, and I routinely briefed and testified before Congress.
I believe that communicating with Congress on a regular and continuing
basis enables us to further our collective ability to meet national intelligence
needs, ensure resiliency and robustness, and remain consistent with
American laws and values. If confirmed, transparency with congressional
oversight must and will be a priority for me as I fulfill my duties as Director
of the National Reconnaissance Office.
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b. What, if any, infonnation should NRO withhold from the congressional
intelligence committees? Why?

Given my understanding of the National Reconnaissance Office and its
mission, I am not aware of any infonnation that should be withheld from the
congressional intelligence committees. If confirmed, I will keep the
committees fully and currently infonned.
QUESTION 40: Please describe your view ofNRO's obligation to respond to
requests for infonnation from Members of Congress.

Oversight is critical to the successful operation of any government
organization, to include the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), and I believe
oversight committees are our partners in accomplishing the mission. If confirmed
as Director of the NRO, I would have the responsibility to keep committees fully
and currently infonned, and I would direct all NRO entities to promptly support
requests for information.
QUESTION 41: Does NRO have a responsibility to correct the record, if it

identifies occasions where inaccurate infonnation has been provided to the
congressional intelligence committees?
Yes.

National Security Threats and Challenges
QUESTION 42: What, in your view, are the current principal threats to national
security that are most relevant to NRO?

I have experience in this area, based upon the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Space Asset Protection Program that routinely
infonns us of threats and mitigations. No space asset in Earth orbit is immune
from at least the attempt to deny control. Space threats are increasing, and we
must be vigilant to protect against them to the best of our ability.
If confirmed, I plan to pursue strong partnerships across the Intelligence
Community and Department of Defense to assess space threats. I look forward to
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receiving more information on this topic to better understand the depth and breadth
of adversary space systems that are intended to counter the National
Reconnaissance Office's current and future capabilities.
QUESTION 43: In your opinion, how has NRO performed in adjusting its
policies, resource allocations, planning, training, and programs to address these
threats?

My experience with National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) personnel and
programs has been very positive in the areas of policy, resource allocation, and
planning regarding threats. If confirmed, I intend to gain more insight on how
NRO plans to align its resources to address potential threats.

NRO Management and Personnel
QUESTION 44: NRO's workforce includes NRO cadre as well as other IC
personnel and personnel from the military and private industry. NRO's missions
require highly-skilled engineers, scientists, communications specialists, and
acquisition managers.

a. What are your views of the current NRO culture and workforce?
Based on my experience working with elements of the National
Reconnaissance Office, I am confident that there is a highly motivated,
competent, innovative workforce with whom I will be glad to serve, if
confirmed.
b. What are your goals for NRO's culture and workforce, if confirmed?

From my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, creating and maintaining an open and diverse work
environment is essential. This means people are valued, have exciting
work, are supported, have promising career paths, and know they can
bring up issues or concerns whenever they arise. Further, since the
National Reconnaissance Office cadre is still relatively new, if
confirmed, I will focus on enhancing recruiting activities and developing
an intern program to allow motivated college students to participate in an
exciting mission.
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c. If confirmed, what are the steps you plan to take to achieve these goals?

If confirmed, I fully expect that outreach and recruitment will be a
significant focus of my work at the National Reconnaissance Office
(NRO), and I am willing to make myself available for public events that
would serve NRO's recruitment efforts. I understand the continuous
challenge of attracting and retaining highly qualified employees to solve
our national security challenges.
QUESTION 45: If confirmed, you would be the first political appointee to run
NRO. Yet the Director ofNRO must achieve independence and distance from
political considerations to serve the nation with objective and dispassionate
intelligence collection.
a. In what ways can the Director ofNRO achieve sufficient independence?

The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) mission is highly
technical; accordingly, programmatic decisions must be based on
technical merit, and acquisitions must proceed consistent with U.S. law
and regulations.
If confirmed, I will ensure that the NRO satisfies its mission based on
technical and legal requirements.
b. If confirmed, how will you maintain this independence?

Throughout my career, including as a Naval Officer and at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), I have found it
imperative to do what is right to protect people and hardware and to
maximize the possibility of success. As such, I have, at times, disagreed
with senior leaders. One example is when I dissented on the decision to
launch the Shuttle mission, STS-121, to the International Space Station
when I was the NASA Chief Engineer. The NASA engineering and
safety community, in the wake of the Columbia accident and unexpected
foam release on STS 114, recommended that potential foam problems on
STS 121 and future missions could be further mitigated with minor
improvements. However, the Chief of Safety and I disagreed with the
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rationale and risk assessment developed by the program to launch
without the fixes. To be clear, the risk we were concerned about was not
launch, or risk to the crew, but the potential for loss of the vehicle. We
were the only two people on a 25-member panel who recommended
delaying the launch. From this experience and others like it, I have
demonstrated an ability to maintain independence, and if confirmed, I
will defend National Reconnaissance Office equities.
c. What is your view of the Director's responsibility to inform senior
Administration policy officials or their spokespersons when the available
intelligence either does not support or contradicts public statements they
may have made?

The Director must inform the leadership of the correct information
promptly.
QUESTION 46: How would you resolve a situation in which the assessments of
NRO personnel are at odds with the policy aspirations of the administration?
If confirmed as the Director of the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO),
it will be my responsibility to accurately convey the assessment of the NRO and to
resolve to the best ofmy ability any differences of position.
QUESTION 47: What is your view of the principles that should guide NRO in its
use of contractors, rather than full-time government employees, to fulfill
intelligence-related functions?
a. Are there functions within NRO that are particularly suited for the use of
contractors?

It is my understanding that the National Reconnaissance Office
(NRO) has a history of partnering with industry to meet its mission
requirements. Like the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), it is my understanding that the NRO leverages industry to
manufacture and develop space assets, provide IT capabilities, develop
ground systems, and operate and maintain systems.
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Further, it is my understanding that the NRO relies on the use of
specialized capabilities of contractors through System Engineering and
Technical (SETA) services.
b. Are there some functions that should never be conducted by contractors, or

for which use of contractors should be discouraged or require specific
Director approval?
Based on my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, there are inherently governmental functions that should
never be performed by contractors. As an example, contractors should not
perform program manager or contracting officer functions.
c. What consideration should NRO give to the cost of contractors versus
government employees?

Based on my experience at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the cost of contractor services must be closely monitored
and justified. If confirmed, I look forward to receiving briefings on the
National Reconnaissance Office's hiring practices, functions performed by
contractors, and the ratio of govei;nment employees to contractors.
d. What does NRO need in order to achieve an appropriate balance between

government civilians, military personnel, and contractors?
I am aware that in 2015 this Committee supported the National
Reconnaissance Office's (NRO's) request to establish a cadre workforce. If
confirmed, I look forward to receiving briefings on NRO's hiring practices
and the workforce breakdown across cadre, military, and contractor
positions.
QUESTION 48: If confirmed, what will you do to ensure that there are equal
professional opportunities for all members ofNRO workforce?

Diversity is a force multiplier that greatly enhances an organization's ability
to accomplish its mission. I certainly found this to be true at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Creating an open environment of
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trust is key to working with all levels of the workforce to understand opportunities
and challenges that exists within employee career paths. One example that both
encouraged diversity and helped foster careers in science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM) was my participation in, and support of, the creation of an
annual national STEM workshop, "Sustaining Women in STEM." This event
brought together leaders from Federal agencies, private industry, and academia to
develop solutions to create work environments that sustain women in STEM
careers. As a direct result ofmy leadership focus on inclusion and diversity,
Goddard has been rated as one of the best NASA center at which to work for the
last two years.
If confirmed, I want the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) to be an
employer of choice, drawing science, technology, engineering, arts, and math
talent from across academia, industry, military, and government; and to be
inclusive of all ages, ranks, races, religions, sexual orientations, and identities. If
confirmed, I look forward to working with the NRO's Office ofHuman Resources
to become fully informed of the processes in place to ensure fair hiring practices,
diversity recruitment, and career development opportunities.

Disclosures of Classified Information
QUESTION 49: If confirmed, how will you ensure that the precautions that NRO
takes to protect classified information are maintained and improved, if necessary?

Safeguarding our classified information and capabilities is a fundamental
requirement for success. If confirmed, I look forward to receiving briefings on the
current protective measures in place at the National Reconnaissance Office and
exploring new capabilities to further enhance security.
QUESTION 50: If confirmed, how would you manage, and what priority would
you give to addressing, the following issues:
a. The vulnerability ofNRO systems to harm or espionage by trusted insiders;

If confirmed, I look forward to working within the National
Reconnaissance Office to make sure that we are hiring the best people and
putting systems in place to secure our network and our environment.
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b. The vulnerability ofNRO systems to outside penetration.

The second part of the equation is hardening our systems against
intrusion, and if confirmed, I look forward to working with the National
Reconnaissance Office to learn more about the protective measures in place
now. I can also pledge to dedicate sufficient time and resources to maintain
and improve the protections currently in place.
QUESTION 51: How do you think that individuals who mishandle, intentionally

or unintentionally, classified information should be dealt with? Would you draw
distinctions based on intent?
I take these issues very seriously. If confirmed, to the extent that there is an
intentional or malicious effort to mishandle classified information, I would
anticipate referral to the Department of Justice for review and potential criminal
prosecution; in the case of unintentional mishandling of classified information, the
matter would be referred to National Reconnaissance Office security for review
and appropriate administrative action.
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1. As it relates to small satellltes, what policies did you modify at NASA to accommodate rapid
acquisition of small satellites?
One of my first priorities as Director of tt,e Goddard Space Flight Center was to invigorate the
smallsat development capabilities of the Center. This included assessing our current capabilities;
establishing new development processes to accommodate low cost, rapid development smallsats; and
establishing an internal research and development portfolio focused on miniaturizing instrumentation
for use· on these platforms. I established a smallsat office at the Wallops Flight Facility to coordinate all
Goddard smallsat development and procurement efforts to leverage proven processes and capabilities
for rapid development and deployment of suborbital missions. Further, we pursued partnerships with
universities and industry to leverage resources, capabilities, and technologies to develop and launch
compelling tech· demos and science missions. As a result, we have been successfJI in delivering new
sensors to orbit to observe space environment conditions, and we have ongoing development efforts to
enable.new space weather capabilities, including constellations. For these new missions, Goddard
implemented a streamlined partnering approach for competitive opportunities to select a spacecraft
vendor or instrument partner that resulted in a rapid acquisition upon mission selection.

2. NASA Goddard has struggled to keep the James Webb Space Telescope on schedule and on budget.
What lessons have you learned from your experience managing the Goddard's acquisition of the
James Webb Space Telescope that you could apply to the NRO?
A significant lesson I have taken away from my experience with the James Webb Space
Telescope is the importance of understanding the maturity of new technologies prior to approving a
program of record. This can be best achieved when the leadership and the team starts with clear
requir~ments documents that enable the team to map t~e mission requirements to the required
technologies and technical solutions. This allows the developing organization to drive research and
development investment and ensure proper accounting of development risks. Once all risks are well
understood, it is important to establish a program budget and secure a funding profile commensurate
with these risks.
If confirmed, 1. will bring these lessons learned to the'National Reconnaissance Office and will
provide updates to the oversight committees as needed to ensure an informed dialogue.
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3. The NRO's relationship with NGA is an especially Important one. If confirmed, how do you
understand the tine of demarcation as It relates to development of value added data services, and
what steps will you take to improve communication, coordination, and collaboration between the
NRO and the NGA?
I agree with you that the National Reconnaissance Office's (NRO) relationship with the National
Geospatial-lntelligence Agency (NGA) Is critically important; in fact, I see it as a partnership vital to our
national security. Through my career, I've partnered with, and worked across, diverse user communities
with disparate requirements. As a result of these experiences, I place a high priority on understanding
partners' needs throughout the conception, development, and operation of a system. I also recognize
the importance of consistently an~ candidly communicating progress to partner organizations so that
adjustments can be made· to ensure that operational performance satisfies user requirements within
technical, cost, and schedule constraints.
It is my understanding that the National Reconnaissance Office is responsible for acquiring
commercial imagery to meet Intelligence Community (IC) and Department of Defense (DoO) intelligence
requirements, which are defined by the geospatial intelligence functional manager. If confirmed, I
would expect to work closely with. IC and DoD partners to determine who is best positioned to acquire
any value added data services based on the requirement.
If confirmed, I look forward to working with the NGA Director to ensure that the capabilities
developed or procured by the NRO are responsive to the needs of the NGA, IC, and the DoD user
communities.

4. Anti-satellite Capabilities

Recently, India conducted an anti-satellite missile test, and dalmed it demonstrated the capability to
shoot down and destroy a target in space. India's anti-sate/lit~ test highlights the dangers In a race for
space access and superiority. I am concerned that as the number of nations with such offensive space
capi:lbllltles grows and the capability becomes more standard, the threats to U.S. civil and military
space capabilltles will increase. Contested and congested space, proliferating debris, ond
vulnerabllitles In our space assets all pose critical challenges to our national security.
a.

What concerns you most about our adversaries' space developments?

Space is becoming a more competitive, contested, and congested environment. The threat
environment is evolving and other countries are developing capabilities that approach those of the U.S.
We are also under an incf!!asing threat from both physical attack and cyber attacks. Our space and
ground systems must be secured and protected in order to maintain control of our satellites. It is critical
to sustain investments in technology such that we can maintain our strategic advantage in space and
leverage capabilities provided by the commercial sector and international partners.
If confirmed, I look forward to receiving more information on this topic to better understand the
depth and breadth of adve·rsary space sy_stems that are intended to counter the National
Reconnaissance Office's current and future capabilities.
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b. What is needed today to ensure our space assets are protected five years from now?
Overall, l believe the United States is still the leader in space exploration and in overhead
reconnaissance. To maintain that strategic advantage for the nation, we need to invest in technologies
that will continue to enable the most effective systems in the world, and we must leverage our partners'
capabilities and the capabilities of the commercial sector to enhance our survivability, We must design
future space and ground systems with survivability and resiliency as a requirement. To develop a
survivable system, it is necessary to consider the entire architecture that spans the range of government
satellites of ail sizes, commercial capabilities, part11er capabilities, and ground systems .
. I also believe that communicating with Congress on a regular and continuing basis enables us to
increase ·the pace at which we address the threats we face in space.

c.

In your view, how can the United States lead In setting the rules of the road for space?

It's critical that the United States maintains leadership in establishing rules of the road for space.
If confirmed, I look forward to working with other government agencies to ensure the United States
remains a leader in the space com·munity and in establishing rules of the road for space.

5. DoO-IC Integration

In order to effectively address threats In space, and ensure U.S. superiority in space, we need the
Department of Defense and the l~te/1/gence Community to be working seomlessly together. The best
example of Integration between the Department of Defense and the Intelligence Community is at the
National Space Defense Center. This Integration Is critical to defending our ossets In spoce.
a. In the face of current threats, how do you assess the strength of that integration now?
It is my understanding that the relationship the National Reconnaissance Office {NRO) has with
its users in the Intelligence Community (IC) and the Department of Defense (DoD) is working well. It is
important that the NRO maintains· a close relationship with IC and DoD partners to ensure that it can
deal with the current and evolving threat environments.
If confirmed, the need to maintain strong partnerships will be a priority.

b. · Will that Integration mission need to be enhanced moving forward?
It is my understanding that the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), the Intelligence
Community, and the Department of Defense work well together today. In the future, I recognize that
users' needs will evolve and that the NRO must be responsive to these changes. Additionally, new
technologies and commercial capabilities will become available to meet current and evolving needs. As
a res4lt, it is important that we consistently enhance integration to ensure that we all understand the
threats, what performance is required to address those threats, and how the technologies and partner
capabilities can be applied to address the threats in a timely and effective manner.
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